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EXECUTIVE SUMMARV 
The purpose of this thesis is to design, develop, and lest in principle a deci ,~ion 
process to apportion and allocate tactical air assets in support of theater campaign 
objectives. This decision process is demonstrated in the thesis as a stand-alone decision 
model called the Air Apportionment / Air Allocation (AA)2 model and is intended for use 
by campaign planners in deciding how changes in desired objectives effect the overall 
apportioning and al locating of ai r assets. The (AAf model's data structure is based on 
the structure of the Joint Warfare Experimental Analysis Prototype (JW AEP) being 
developed at the Naval Postgraduate School The (i\A)2 model's methods are intended 
for future inclusion into JWAEP 
The decision process used to apportion and allocate air assets based on user 
defined campaign objectives is divided into two main levels rhe first level 
(apportionment) determines the apportionment of air asst.'ts between different enemy 
strength categories based on the objectives of each phase of an air campaign The second 
level (allocation) detennines the optimal allocation of air assets to targets based on the 
apportionment values determined in the first level. The methods for each level arc 
repeated for each day of the t:ampaign with the results showing how the apportionment 
deci~ions effect air asset aHocation 
1n level one, the objectives of a campaign are translated into units usable by the 
allocation level of the (AAl model. This translation is made by first grouping the 
objectives of on air campaign into one or more sequential phases. Each objective is 
associated with one or more enemy strength categories that are to be reduced by air 
attacks. Each strength category seleCled is assigned a value (desired level) by the user 
defining what reduction of the enemy's strength in the category is desired _ These in turn 
are used to detennine what reduction in strength is required for each strength category to 
sati sfY the objectives of a campaign phase The resultant values are used by level two to 
;, 
optimally allocate air assets to achicve the desired results. Completion criteria are defined 
in the model which detennine if a phase's strength category desired levels have been 
reached to a satisfactory level to begin the next phase of the campaign 
Level two uses a mixed integer linear program to allocate available air assets based 
on the desired levels determined by Ihe apportionment decision made in level one. The 
output of this level is a listing of missions to be flovro by tactical air assets and the desired 
amount of fighter and electronic warfare aircraft for protection from enemy air defenses 
This model gives campaign planners a decision 1001 to analyze how changes in 
phasing of air operations and different reduction in enemy strengths effect the outcome of 
an air campaign 
l. INTRODUCTION 
United States joint military doctrine designates a Joint Force Commander (If'C), 
who is responsible for synchronizing the actions of forces from different services assigned 
10 a theater of operations National or regional strategic objectives guide the JFe in 
developing a campaign plan that details the major operations to be oonducted and their 
expected time of completion. The campaign plan is made up of operational level 
objectives which, when satisfied, will result in the accomplishment of the strategic 
objectives. The]Fe uses the campaign plan to guide his subordinate commanders in 
employment of their forces to maximize the campaign's likdihood of suc(;css. In many 
situations the 1Fe will partition the overall theater campaign plan into mutually supporting 
plans for air, land, and naval forces . Each of these plans will contain objectives thai arc to 
be achieved by the respective force types. A campaign plan is often partitioned into 
phases that contain several objectives achieved through the use of mutually supporting 
operatlOns 
The 1FC and his subordinate Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) 
develop an air campaign plan 10 apportion and allocate air assets in support of the theater 
campaign plan objectives The objectives of a phase of the air campaign plan determine 
the priority of air missions to fly The exlent to which a phase's objectives have been 
satisfied determines the proportion of ass CIS 10 assign in support of the current phase and 
to any subsequent phase As the theater campaign transitions from one phase 10 the next, 
mission priorities of the air campaign plan change 10 satisfY the next phase's objectives 
Since air assets can cany out numerous types of missions important in accomplishing a 
campaign's objectives, the JFC and subordinate commanders pay close attention to their 
apportionment and allocation, As a result, the development of appropriate decision logic 
to accurately represent this process in combat models is needed 
The objective of this thesi s is to build a decision model to dynamically apportion 
and allocate air assets in a theater level combat model, subject to available assels and a 
specified air campaign plan. The model consi~ts of algorithms to detennine the optimal 
apportionment and allocation of available air assets to different types of enemy targets. It 
deals spe(;ifically with air -to-surface attack missions, but also provides a framework for 
other types of missions. The methods are appropriate for both US . and non-U.S. air 
doctrine and may be used for opposing sides in combat simulations. The methods arc 
combined into a stand-alone air apportionment/air allocation (AA)l model, which is slated 
for future inclusion in the Joint Warfare Analysis Experimemal Prototype (lWAEP) model 
currently under development at the Naval Postgraduate School 
Chapter 11 contains the background information necessary to describe how air 
assets are apportioned and allocated in a theater level conflict. Current joint doctrine is 
used to describe the command structure used by the JFC and the responsibilities of the 
JF ACC and other component commanders. A brief explanation of how a JFC develops a 
theater campaign plan, partitions it into phases and uses it to develop an air campaign plan 
for apportioning and allocating air assets is provided 
Chapter III gives a brief description 'of how the air asset apportionmem and 
allocation processes are utilized in current theater level models The methods used by the 
fACW AR and THUl'\-TIER theater models are discussed. The chapter ends with a brief 
description of the JW AEP architecture and values genemted by it that are used in the 
(AA/model 
Chapter IV describes the methodology of the (AA)l model. The chapter begins 
with a discussion of how potential targets are valued based on different strengths that they 
possess. This is followed by a description of how the objectives of each phase of the air 
campaign are translated into values used to apportion air assets. These values arc used by 
the allocation phase of the model to allocate air sorties to missions and targets. The 
chapter ends with a discussion of how the (AA/ model transitions from one air campaign 
phase to the next 
Chapter V describes how the (AA/ model is implemented and gives a practical 
example using data similar to what would be obtained from the JW AEP model. This 
example considers a two phase air campaign using tactical air assets against enemy ground 
targets 
Chapter VI dis("'Usses the assumptions made during the formulation of the (!\A)2 
methods. A brief discussion of fiJture areas of research concerning apportionment and 
allocation of air assets concludes the chapter 

II. JOINT OPERATIONS 
The United States military doctrine has undergone (;onsidcrabJe restructuring 10 
emphasize the combining of components of different services into a joint force under one 
commander. Joint doctrine designates a Joint Force Commander (JFC) respomible for 
organizing and synchronizing the operations of the various service components within a 
theater ofopera!ions. The lead document for U.S. joint operations gives a description of 
the advantages ofjain! warfare 
Joint operations doctrine reflects the nature of mode~n warfare and 
the strategic requirements of our nation. It is built on a sound base of 
warfighting theOlY and practical experience. It seeks to provide IFCs with 
a broad range of options 10 defeat an enemy in war or to conduct 
operations other than war, It is a doctrine that recognizes the fundamental 
and beneficial effects of teamwork and unity of effort, and the 
synchronilation of military operations in time, space, and purpose The 
first fundamental for employment of US joint forces is to achieve strategic 
aims as rapidly as possible, with the least possible loss of American lives. 
lRef I] 
A. ORGANIZATION OF FORCES 
The lFC is responsible for organizing and guiding the forces of different services 
assigned to him within a theater of operations. loint doctrine states that "lfCs have full 
authority to assign missions, redirect efforts, and direct coordination among subordinate 
commanders," [Ref I] The first principle of joint force organization is that the JFC 
organizes his forces to accomplish the assigned mission based on his vision and concept of 
operations This organization takes into account unity of elTort, centralized planning, and 
decentralized execution of joint forces to take <ldvantage of their versatility, 
responsiveness and initiative The lFC determines how a joinl force is organized by 
determining the command relationships between service component commanders and 
fimctional component commanders rhe JFC may have several service component 
commanders with their respective forces assigned to him. Functional componelli 
commanders are designated by the IFC to combine the capabilities of assets from different 
services under one commander. Examples of functional component commanders include 
the Joint Force Land Component Commander (IFLCC), Joinl Force Air Component 
Commander {lfACC), and Joint Force Maritime Component Commander (JFMC) These 
components are display in Fibrure I 
f'igure 1. Possible components in a Joint -Force. 
The JfC will normally designate functional component commanders when there 
are large numbers of assets from several services within the theater. For example, if Air 
force , Navy, and Marine Corps air units are assigned to a theater, the IFC may give 
control of the assets to a JFACC. This gives the JFC a single component commander to 
coordinate the employment of air assets throughout the thealer. The versatility and 
flexibility of air assets in support of various operations normally give reason for the JFC to 
dcsignatc control of air assets within the theater to a IFACC. During Operation Desert 
Shield and Storm all US , and coalition air forces were put under the command of a 
IFACe The JFACC, LTG Charles Horner, USAF, later wrote, "lointness afforded us the 
opportunity to capitalize on our capabilities without losing service identitics Placing all 
air forces under the command of the JF ACC was a successful application of our military 
doctrine." [Ref 2J The actual command relationships depend on the different services 
assigned to the JFC, and which service has the majority of forces within each functional 
group, This thesis assumes that the JFC has designated a JFACC and all air assets arc 
available for tasking by him 
B. CAMPAIGN PLANS 
A successful joint operation is based on the transformation of national or regional 
strategic objectives into theater operational objectives. A JFC uscs what is referred to as 
"operational art" to link the strategic objectives to the operational Objectives 
'·Operational art determines when, where, and for what purpose major forces will be 
employed ... . 1t governs the deployment of those forces, their commitment to or withdrawal 
from battle, and the arrangement of battles and major operations to achieve operational 
and strategic objectives," [Ref 11 
One method used by a lFC to develop theater objectives from strategic objectives 
is to answer the following questions 
What military wnditions are needed to achieve the strategic goal? (Ends) 
What sequence of actions is most likely to producc the conditions'l (Ways) 
How should the resources of the joint force be applicd to accomplish that 
sequence of actions? (Means) 
What are the likely costs or risks to the joint force in performing that sequence 
of actions? (Risks) 
The JFe answers these questions to help fonnulate a campaign plan that defines the 
sequence of actions required (Ways) to use the designated joint force (Means) in 
producing the desired strategic goal (Ends) while taking into account the possible costs to 
the force (Risks). A JFC uses campaign plans to synchronize the operations of air, land, 
sea forces in carrying out his concept of operations. The campaign plan describes what, 
how and when forces combine to carry out operations in achieving the desired objectives 
within the specified time "A campaign plan is a plan for a series of related military 
operations aimed al accomplishing a conunon objective, normally within a given time and 
space. It expresses a commander's vision and intent for a developing situation. The 
purpose of the plan is to convey the strategic decisions made by the commander so that 
dt.-1:ailed execution planning can proceed on an orderly basis and in sufficient time to 
assemble the means to achieve the assigned objective." [Ref 1] The campaign plan is a 
primary means by which a JFC provides for strategic unity of effort for forces assigned 
and guides the planning of joint operations within his theater of operations. Campaign 
plans are used to ensure that subordinate conunanders' plans are consistent with the 
strategy, guidance, and direction developed by the JFC and contrihute to achieving theater 
objectives. The JFC's campaign plan is the guiding concept by which a theater's ground, 
naval and air campaign plans are formulated. These plans are constructed to achieve the 
objectives of the overall campaign plan using the respective forces assigned to the 
suhordinate commander. Each of these subordinate campaign plans is both dependent and 
supportive of the other plans_ For example, the ground campaign plan may he dependent 
on the air campaign plan obtaining air superiority over the enemy before a ground 
offensive can take place. 
The arrangement of major operations within a campaign plan relates directly to the 
JFC's decision on phasing. A phase represents a period during which a large portion of 
the force~ are involved in similar or mutually supporting activities. Phases group st.-veral 
objectives of the campaign together so that the joint forces can more effectively apply their 
abilities to achieve objectives. Transitions from one phase to the next represent a shift in 
emphasis from one set of ohjectives to the next. The primar), benefit of phasing is that it 
assists the JFC in achieving major objectives which cannot be attained all at once. This is 
done hy planning manageable subordinate operations to gain progressive advantages that 
together achieve the major objectives as quickly and affordably as possible, The phases of 
a campaign can he carried out sequentially or concurrently depending on how many 
resources are availahle and the success of previous operations. Phases may overlap and 
tht': point where one phase slops and another begins is often difficult to define in absolute 
terms Examples of how different phases may be arranged are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 
4. During planTling. commanders estahlish conditions for transition f'j-om one phase to 
another. A phase is considered completed when all the conditiolls have been satisfied to a 
specified degree. No campaign plan can project with confidence much beyond the initial 
stages of the operation. Branches and sequels allow the Jr-C to build flexibility into the 
campaign plan to preserve freedom of action in rapidly changing conditions. A branch is a 
campaign phase not in the original campaign plan that is executed in place of another 
phase if certain campaign conditions are met. Branches may include a shin in target 
priorities, movement of forces, or a change in campaign objectives as a result of enemy 
action, availability of friendly assets, or even a change in the weather within the 
operational area. Sequels are subsequent phases that are executed based on the possihle 
outcomes of the current phase of operations A campaign plan that is executed 
sequentially is in principle a series of sequels 
C. APPORTIO'iMEI\T AND ALLOCITION 
Apportionment is defined by joint doctrine as the assignment of eff0!1 by 
percentage or priority to devote to the various air operations for a given period, The JFC 
makes this decision to ensure that the focus of the air effort is consistent with campaign 
phases and objectives The dilemma for the JFC is to determine the proper halance 
between different types of air missions at any givcn point during a campaign. Given the 
many function~ that air power can perform, its theater-wide application, and its ability to 
rapidly shift from one function to another, the JFC must pay pm1icular attention to its 
apportionment. The JFC can also use the apportionment decision to synchronize air, land 
and naval assets in support of the campaign pJan'~ timing. The objectives of the current 
phase strongly influence any apportionment decision. A transition from one phase to the 
next results in a shift of the air apportionment values 
Once the JFC has made an apportionment decision, the JF ACC allocates available 
air assets to missions in support of the decision. The !FACe's challenge is to optimally 
allocate air assets to missions that best support the !Fe's apportionment values and 
campaign objectives. To do this the JFACC prioritizes all available targets and missions 
based on their importance to the current phase of the campaign The JFC's apportionment 
decision gives direction to the types of missions and targets to assign air assets. The 
JF ACC then prioritizes the missions and targt..1:s and allocates air assets to them 
Depending on the way that a campaign plan is executed, attacks of ditferent target sets 
may take place in series or in paralleL A campaign plan executed sequentially results in a ll 
the components of the highest priority targt..1: set being attacked first before attacks 
initiated on the next target seL Attack in parallel refers 10 attacking targets across several 
diflerent target set~ at the same time 
1 0 7 1 
Figure 2. Mh:ed phasing. 
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Figure 4. Sequential phasing. 
D. TARGET VALUE 
The value of possible targets for air attack is dependent on the apportionment 
decision made by a JFC and the current situation within the theater. Apportionment 
determines what types of missions and targets are to be attacked according to the phase of 
the campaign plan The priority among mb~ions and targtts is dettrmined by the value 
each posse~ses in a!.:!.:omplishing the stated objectives of the phase Two like targets may 
bt valued differently depending on their locations, current strength and value to the 
opposite side The highest priority targets are ones whose destruction or neutralization 
II 
results in the greatest benefit in accomplishing a stated objective The JF ACC must 
determine the value of each mission and target to optimally allocate available resources 
"The targeting process is cyclic. It begins with guidance and priorities issued by the 1FC 
and continues with identification of requirements by components, the prioritization of 
these requirements, the acquisition of targets or targt..>t sets, the attack of targets by 
components, the assessment of the effects of those missions by both the components and 
JFC, and continuing guidance from the JFC on future fires or attacks of targets." [Ref I] 
An important part of the targeting process is the availability and accuracy of information 
of opposite side assets, movements and intentions Knowing an enemy's intention 
simplifies the targeting process by identifying those enemy elements whose targeting will 
result in the greatest reduction in enemy capability_ Because of this, a great deal of effort 
is expended by theater assets in gathering information for the targeting process, Typically, 
JFCs organize Joint Targeting Coordination Boards (]TCB) to review target information, 
develop targeting guidance and priorities, and prepare and refine joint target lists The 
JTCB consists of members from each of the services that recommend targets and missions 
that support his respective service or component. If established, the HCB gives each 
wmponent within the theater a forum for nominating targets or missions they believe 
important to accomplishing their stated objective. The product of the apportionment, 
allocation and target prioritization process is an Air Tasking Order (ATO). The ATO 
specifies for a given period the missions to be flown by air assets. The A TO is the product 
of the 1FC's campaign plan, apportionment decision and the lFACC's allocation of air 
assets. It represents the tactical operations required to accomplish the theater strategic 
objet:tives 
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III. MODEL COMPARISO:\'S 
This chapter compares the methods used by the TACWAR and tHUNDER 
theater models in apP0l1ioning air assets and generating a prioritized target list_ Also 
included is a brief discussion of the data architecture and methods used by the Joint 
Warfare Analysis Experimental Prototype (JWAEP) model 
A. IACWAR MODEL 
The TACWAR model is a deterministic two-sided theater-level model that 
simulates both ground and air combat. [Ref. 3) The model's battle area is divided into 
sectors, regions, and partitions. Sectors are corridors that ground forces maneuver within 
Regions are adjacent sectors that are grouped together: Aircraft are restricted from flying 
between regions_ These regions are further divided into region partitions. The partition of 
regions is based on distance from the Forward Edge of the Battle Area (FEBA). An 
analyst inputs what aircraft arc located in each region, to which region partition they are 
capable of flying, and what missions they can perform. Six air missions are defined 
including air base attack, interdiction, close air suppon, surface-to-air missile (SAM) 
suppression, battlefield defense, and area defense The analyst is required to assign the 
fraction of each type of aircraft assigned to each mission type for each region partition 
The fractions are used to determine the number of available sorties from each air base for 
each region partition and mission lype These assignments remain constant throughout the 
fun and are unaffected by the ol.;tcome of either ground or air combal. For each mission 
type, the analyst also assigns the enemy units and components to be targeted by the 
attacking aircraft No prioritization of targets exists other than what is entered by the 
analyst. Sonies using the user- input mission assignments continue to be allocated to a unit 
as long as the unit is considered active TACWAR contains no dynamic stmcture to alter 
these values based on the model outcomes 
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R. THUNDER MODEL 
The Air Force Studies and Analyses Agency (AFSAA) THUNDER model is a 
two-sided theater-level model that represents both air and ground combat The ground 
model has most of the features described for TACWAR For the air war, sectors are 
hroken into zones, similar to T ACWAR's region partitions. THUi\lTIER does not restrict 
aircraft from flying across sector boundaries, giving them freedom of movement to attack 
any tMgels within their range_ The apportionment of air assets within the THUNDER 
model is set by the analyst by assigning values to 21 different air mission types_ [Ref 4J 
These values are used to generate the number of sorties available to each mission type 
The analyst also defines the effectiveness of each aircraft type for each mission type 
AJI units modeled in THUNDER are considered as potential targets for air sorties 
The generation of a prioritized list of targets for air attacks can be computed using one of 
three methods. The first method (manual mode) allows the analyst to ~ct the priority of 
each target. In the second mt.'1:hod (automatic mode), the model calculates the priority of 
each potential target. The third method uses the target priorities calculated by the second 
method, then multiplies them by a user defined zone sector value. This allows targets in 
specified sectors to be given a higher priority than others. In the last two methods, the 
priority of each target is determined by prioritization funct ions There are functions for 
each mission type; potential targets are assigned to one or more functions The functions 
take into account several factors, including the relative strenj,>th, location, and type of each 
potential target, to calculate a target value. The resultant values are used to generate a 
prioritized target list for use in allocating air assets to targets. Like TACWAR, 
THUNDER does not dynamically apportion air assets, but rather relies on analyst input 
C. .'WAEP 
As was mentioned earlier, the decision model developed in this thesis is for future 
inclusion in the JWAEP model. J\\'AEP extends earlier work done with the Future 
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rheater Level Model (FTLM) developed by NPS and the Arc-Node model developed by 
George Mason University for Argonne Laboratories. [Ref S] JWAEP differs from 
TACW AR and THUI\'DER in that it is stochastically based rather than deterministic I 
Since the model outcomes are derived from stochastic processes, the model call produce 
different outcomes on subsequent model !lms using the same input. This produces a range 
of outcomes that allows the user to weigh the consequences of various events, which leads 
to a mOTC realistic modeling of actual combat and its unccnainlies 
I. Model Architecture 
The model's architCClun: consists of IWO arc-node networks; one for surface 
movement and one for air The surface units represented in the model exist and maneuver 
within a user defined network representative of the theater of operations. This network 
ha~ physical nodes and arcs that connect them Physical nodes represent locations of 
geographical poims of interest, air bases, logi ~tic facilitie~, critical intersections, operating 
arcas, and assembly areas and arcs exist between two physical nodes to represem the 
terrain characteristics, size, or mohility characteristics of paths between two nodes. The 
units represented within JW AEP maneuver hy moving from physical node to physical node 
over arcs. Aircraft operate within a second network that is overlaid above the surface 
network. This air network is a square grid system whose size and resolution is defined by 
thc user for the art:a of operations This stmcture allows aircraft freedom \0 maneuver 
beyond the restrictions of the arc-node system of the surface network. An aircrall flight 
consists of an aircraft first taking off from an air base located in thc surface network, 
transiting through the air network to a designated target grid, and performing its mission 
within the bounds of that grid, The assigned mission may include attacking a ground, 
naval, or ai, unit, performing reconnaissanct on entll!y units, or protecting other airbornt 
aircraft from enemy ai rcraft or air defense systems 
I The air war in THUNDER is stochastic, but thc ground war is deterministic 
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2. Unit Types 
In JW AEP, each instance of a ground unit, air base, ell unit, logistic facility, or 
naval unit is referred to as a unit. Units are characterized not only by their type but also 
by what side they are on, their size, and the equipment that is attached to them. Examples 
include brigades for ground units, flight groups for air units , and ships for naval units The 
equipment attached to a unit may include weapon, e\ mobility, and logistic systems. The 
amounts of each are defined in the unit definition using a structure called the Table of 
Organization and Equipment (TO&E). The TO&E data give the amounts of each type of 
equipment attached to a standard unit type ofa given size 
3. Perceptions 
The stochastic architecture of IV,' AEP allows for the generation and use of 
perceptions. In the model, perceptions represent friendly and enemy perceived values for 
the locations, dispositions, and courses of action for the enemy forces. In JW AEP, two 
definitions are used to identify different perception values related to the current campaign 
situation. "Ground truth" is the actual location, composition, and movements of both 
sides' forces currently being used by the model. From these values and the intelligence 
assets represented, the model calculates "perceived" values that represent, for each side, 
the perceived locations, compositions and movements of the other side's forces. Each unit 
instance within IWAEP is subject to detection by the opposite side's sensors. The 
detections by the sensors are used to build a perception of the number and type of units 
located at each surface node or arc. Each sensor detection givcs the number and type of 
equipment det~cted; these data are compared \0 the TO&E data of the defined unit types 
to calculate the probability that the sensor detected a specific unit type. These 
probabili ties are used by the (AA)2 model to determine the mo~'t likely number and types 
ofunils located at a givl-'f] surface node or arc. The perception is stored in vector fonnat 
with each element, j, representing the number of j/h type units located at the node or arc; 
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thus. probabilities are computed for each possible combination of units. Readers 
interested in the actual derivations of these calculations are referred to the Master's Thesis 
of CPT Karl Schmidt, USA. [Ref 6] The decisions made by each side in the model are 
based on the values of these perceptions. This information is used to determine what 
enemy units arc selected as potential targets by the (AA)" model. For each unit type a 
determination is made of the most likely number present on a node. For example, assume 
that three types of units are defined: armor; mechanized, and infantry brigades The 
perception vector for a node or arc would be of the fo rmat 
(# armor bngades, # mechanized brigades, if mJamry hrigades) 
with each clement representing the number of brigades of the unit type located on the 
node Assume that the perception vectors for a given node are 
(1,1,1) = 0,05 
(1 ,2,1) = 0,)0 
(1,2,2) = 0.25 
(2,1,1) = 020 
(2, 1,2) = 0,10 
(2,2,2) = 0 10 
representing the individual probabilities of different combinations of the unit types on the 
node. To detennine the most likely number of armor brigades on the node, first the 
probabilities associated with perception vectors containing one annor brigade are added 
together, (0,05 + 0,)0 -+- 0,25 = 0,60) and compared to the sum of the probabilities for 
vectors with two armor brigades (0,20 + 010 + 0.10 "" 0.40), For the example, the 
probability of there being one armor brigade located at the node is greater than for two 
armor brigades. This is repeated for each type of unit and results in the most likely 
combinat ion of unit types and quantities on each node in the surface network. At present 
this feature is not modeled in the (AAf model, but will be included when introduced in the 
JWAEP model, The (AA/ model assumes that the unit combination with the highest 
probability is what is located at the node and uses this in the calculations of the enemy 
strength at\he node, Each perceived unit instance becomes a potential target (POT) and is 
subject to attrition from air assets, For the (AA)2 model, the perceived values of one side 
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are used to apponion and allocate air assets for air attacks against the other side The 
(AA)} model assuml;.lS that the target data given to it by JW AEP are the most current and 
accurate data available at the beginning of the air planning cycle. The actual result of air 
attack sanies depends on the accuracy of this information 
Each side represented in JWAEP has one or more courses of action (COAs) 
defined for ground and naval forces These represent the possible composition, routes, 
and actions of forces within the theater. The COAs for each side are defined based on the 
expected enemy force composition and movement. Each enemy COA is defined as a 
collection of units moving along one or mOTe avenues of approach. An avenue of 
approach is a collection of connected ground nodes and arcs. JW AEP calculates the 
probability that the enemy is pursuing a specific eOA based on sensor detection and the 
perception of the number and type of units perceived on a ground node. The COA 
probabilities change as enemy units are detected and their movements are inferred. The 
(AA)" model uses the eOA probabilities. to weight the value of units based on their 
contribution to the enemy's perceived eOA 
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IV, METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, methods arc formulated to apportion and allocate theater tactical 
aircraft for air-la-surface attack missions. These missions will be referred to as air 
interdiction (AI) missions and include attacks on ground and naval units, air bases, 
logistics units, c'I units, and air defense units. Most theater models require the user to 
directly assign apportionment values prior to or during a model run, These values then 
remain static during the run unless specifically changed hy Ihe user. Unfortunately, these 
values must take into account many factors that may be unknown to the user before the 
model run, such as what enemy strengths should he targeted by air attacks, what eITect air 
attacks will have on these strengths, and how operations of other types of forces (ground 
and naval) wilJ affect the enemy strengths Requiring the user to assign values for the 
apportionment of air assets in advance prevents the analysis of how changes in a campaign 
effect the apportionment and allocation of air assets and vice-versa A more dynamic way 
of assigning apportionment values is to have the user define what objectives are to be 
accomplished by air assets, and dynamically apportion and allocate air sorties to support 
them_ This latter approach allows the user to identitY the objectives to be accomplished by 
Al missions during a campaign and what constitutes successful completion of the 
objectives 
A. STRENGTH CATEGORIES 
The first step in determirring the apportionment of air assets to AI missions against 
potential targets is to translate the objectives of the campaign into values that can be used 
by the (AA/ model For AI attacks, an objective calls for the reduction of an enemy 
capability_ This model divides the capabilities of an enemy uni t into 20 different strength 
categories Each potential target will have values calculated for each strength category 
dependent on what equipment is assigned to the unit. The types and amounts of 
equipment attached to a unit may be based on "ground truth" or "perceived" values 
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depending on the what type of information is available. These categories are grouped into 
attrition, C31, mobility, and logistics strengths and are listed with their corresponding 3-
character identifying code 
Attrition Strengths The attrition strengths summarize a unit's weapon systems 
capability to attrite ather unit~ into categories relating to the medium in which they 
are located and the medium of the unit they allrite 
Air-to-Air attrition strength (AAA) 
Air-to-Surface attrition strength (AAS) 
Air-to-Subsurface (Underwater) attrition strength (AAU) 
Surface-to-Air attrition strength (ASA) 
Surface-ta-Surface attrition strength (ASS) 
Surface-to-Subsurface attrition strength (ASU) 
Subsurface-to-Surface attrition strength (AUS) 
Subsurface-to-Subsurface attrition strength (AUU) 
Command, Control, Co'mmunication, and Intelligence (eI) Strengths CJI 
strengths summarize a unit's C31 systems capability to process infonnation (first 
three categories) and the ability to resist enemy efforts to restrict the capabilities 
Command and Control strength (CC2) 
Intelligence strength (CIN) 
Communication strength (CCO) 
Counter-C3 strength (CCM) 
Mobility Strengths Mobility strengths summarize a unit's mobility systems 
capability to move or support the movement of equipment and the capability of the 
units' systems to restrict enemy movement 
Mobility strength (MMO) 
Counter-Mobility strength (MCM) 
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Logistic Strengths Logistic strengths summarize a unit's logistic systems 
capabilities to store POL and ammunition, their capability to support the storage, 
and their ability to transport POL and ammunition via air and surface transport 
mediums 
POL logistic strength (LPO) 
Ammunition logistic strength (LAM) 
Air Support logistic strength (LAS) 
Surface Support logistic strength (LSS) 
Air Transportation strength (LAT) 
Surface Tramportation strength (LST) 
To translate a campaign objective into om.:: or more strength catcgori!;:s, the user 
first decides which categories arc associated with the objective. This decision is made by 
determining which enemy capabilities are to be targeted by AI attacks and relat ing them to 
the strength categories. For example, lhe first phase of the campaign plan may be for 
friendly forces to gain air superiority over enemy airspace. The objectives associated with 
this phase may include 
Objective I Destruction of enemy fighter aircraft on the ground 
Objective 2 Destruction of enemy surface-to-air defense systems 
Objective 3 Degradation of the enemy's ability to control air defense systems 
Objective 4 Destruction of usable runway length at air bases 
It is desired that cach of these objectiY<:s be statctl in terms of the strength categories and 
t ile types or units to be attacked, This is done by selecting the stn::%'1h categorics and 
type of cnemy units that relate to the objective to be achieved, For the example, the 
objectives are re lated to strength categories and unit types as shown in Table I , The 
numbers in the table represent the objectives_ Objective 1 relates to reducing the enemy's 
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air-to-air capability. Since it is assumed that enemy air-to-air capability is limited to air-to-
ai r capable aircraft, fighter and attack squadrons were selected for the AAA strength 
category. The second objective relates to reducing the enemy's surface-to-air capability 
Since surface-to-air defense systems can be attached to any unit type, all unit types were 
selected for the ASA stfength category. The third objective deals with reducing the 
command and control capability of major components of the enemy's aif defense 
structure. The units that coordinate air defense systems include air bases, C'I units, 
ground units and naval units These units were selected for the CC2 strength category 
Strength Cate ories 








Table 1. Phase objectives by unit type and strength category. 
The final objective deals with reducing the amount of usable runway available for enemy 
air bases. For air bases, the MM:O strength represents the capability of the air base to 
launch aircraft and is selected to account for the fourth objective. The actual selection of 
strength categories for each phase of a campaign is left to the discretion of a user. The 
(AA)2 model allows any number of the strength categories to be selected in a campaign 
phase 
Following the selection of the strength categories, the user must decide what 
amount of reduction is desired for each of the unit and strength combinations . These are 
expressed as fractions orthe initial strength of all units within the category. Fractions of a 
unit's total strength are used instead of absolute values to make the transition from phase 
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objectives to desired levels easier for a user. A user may elect to calculate absolute 
desi red strengths and translate them into desired level fractions For each uni t type and 
strength category combination, the user defines what amount of reduction is desired to 
achieve the objective. For the example above, values for each unit type and strength 
category arc illustrated in Table 2. Analysis is possible using the (AA)l model on the 
effect of different desired levels on the apportionment and allocation of air assets during a 
campaign. Inputs as shown in Table 2 are made for each phase of the air campaign, 
relating the objectives of the phase to enemy capabilities to be reduced by AJ attacks 
Strength Cate ories 
Unit Types AAA ASA ee2 l\lMO 
Air Bases 0.1 
" Fighter Squadrons 0.1 0.1 
Attack Squadrons 0. 5 0.1 
0.1 
-+-f--0.1 3 Ground Units Naval Units 
Logistic Units 0.1 
C I Units 0. 1 
Table 2. Possible desired rraction of strength for phase objectives, 
B. STRENGTH VALUES 
I. Data and Variable Definitions 
The (AA)2 model calculates the strength of potential targets for each strength 
category based on data generated by the model and from user input To begin the process 
a list of potential targets (POTs) for Al attacks is generated. This list is dependent on 
what enemy units have been detected by friendly intelligence assets and defines what type 
of unit the POT is, what equipment it currently has, and where it is located. This lis! is 
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updated at the beginning of each air planning period as new targets are added and the 
description of current targets change. Given the unit type for a POT p, the Table of 
Organization and Equipment (TO&E) gives the quantity of each equipment type e in the 
unit represented by the variable TOEp, Also provided in the POT list is the amount of 
equipment inferred to be operational in the unit. This inferred quantity is determined by 
what friendly sensors have detected with the unit, represented by the variable CN£p' for 
each POT p and equipment Iype e. Each equipment type has values assigned for each 
~trength category that represent the equipment's ~trength relative to other equipment 
Iypes These values are assigned by the user and remain constant during a model run 
Within each strength category these values should represent a relative ranking of the 
equipment Iypes. These equipment strength values are represented by ESV" for all 
equipment types e and strength categories s 
The final data needed to calculate strength values are values representing the value 
of each POT to its side's expected course of action and the organizational level at which it 
i~ operating The eOA value is represented by the variable COAp for each POT p. As 
was mentioned in the discussion of the JW AEP model, each side represented has one or 
more possible eOAs defined. Each eOA has associated with it an avenue of approach 
that defines the nodes and arcs the enemy eOA will travel along. All POTs arc assigned a 
value for COAp based on the eOA probability (from 1\0\' AEP) associated with thc node (or 
arc) on which they are located. This value will change as the actual enemy eOA becomes 
apparent to friendly forces. The (Mf model updates the eOA probabilities at the start of 
each air planning period. An additional value is assigned for each POT that is used to 
weight the strength of a unit to represent the level at which the unit is operating. This 
gives different weights to POTs of the same unit type but ofdifterent sizes It is a~~umed 
that units at the operational level should be valued more than those at the tactical level 
This especially comes into play when looking at ell and logist ic units. Destruction of 
equipment attached to higher echelon units will greatly effect the capabilities of lower 
echelon units. This value is assigned by the user and represented by the variable ECIIp for 
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all POTs. This value is a rcal number greater than 1,0, with greater values given to units 
operating at higher echelons 
2. Calculation of Strength Values 
The first level of the (AA)2 modd calculates values used to determine if the stated 
objectives of a phast: have been met This is done lor each unit and strength category 
combination, The first value, n~" represents the strength of a full strength unit, defined 
with respect to the unit's TO&E (used to define the unit in the model), The second value, 
CSJ", represents the strength computed using the current quantities of equipment and 
weapon systems attached La the enemy unit as perccivcd by friendly forces_ The third 
value, DSi", represents the strength desired by the user at completion of an associated 
objective; stated as the fraction of TSp,. These variables are summarized as follows 
TSp, TO&E strength of POT p for strenbrth category s 
esp, Current strength of POT p for strength category s 
DSp, Desired strength of POT p for strength category s 
These values arc calculated at the hcginning of each air planning cycle and arc used to 
determine whether a POT's strength in each category has been reduced to the desired 
level. Ir CS", is less than or equal to nSf" then the POT's desired strength in the category 
has been achieved. If CS", is greater than OS/-" then air attacks are needed to reduce the 
POT's strenbrth in the category to the desired level. The total and current strengths of a 
POT p in strength category s are calculated by Equations (1) and (2) 
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TS. = (1 + eOA,) , ECH, '~(TOE" "'-:IV .. ) (I) 
CS .. =(1 + COA,) , ECH, ,~(eNE,. ,E;V .. ) (2) 
The value of eOAr is a probability and is therefore on the scale [0,1] 1'0 ensure thaI 
enemy units that are not associated wilh a defined eOA are assigned a non-zero value, I 0 
is added to eOAp The desired strenb>1h of a POT is calculated by Equation (3) 
DS,. == DL,(UnitType(p» x TS" (3) 
where, 
UnitType(p) = Unit Type afPOT p. 
The amount of reduction in strength, DRSf'<' needed for each strength category of each 
POT is calculated using Equation (4) 
(4) 
These values are used to allocate AI sorties during the air allocation portion of the (AA/ 
model 
C. ALLOCATION 
The second level of the (AAl model determines the optimal allocation of AI 
sonies to POTs. The Mixed Integer Program (MlP) used in this allocation was based on 
work done by Major Brian Griggs, USAF in a Master's Thesis. rRef. 7] The objective of 
the MlP is to maximize the total reduction in strength for all strength categories while 
minimizing the amount of expected attrition of fiicndly air assets. Constraints are used to 
limit the number of sorties flown, ensure the target is within range of an aircraft and to 
prevent destruction of a POT below the desired strength. The allocation is for the entire 
air planning period (normally 24 hour~) and gives as output flight packages consisting of 
the number of aircraft in the group, the POT they are to attack, what equipment types to 
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target and whether fighter Of electronic warfare (SEAD) escort aircraft are to be provided 
It is assumed that the optimal path to a POT and the expected attrition on that path are 
know beCOTe the allocation of assets is determined. The following sections define the data 
used by the allocation MLP and how they are obtained 
1. MIP Variable Definitions 
The following variahles are used in the air allocation MIP definition 
b Air ba~c identification number 
a Aircraft type 
p Potential target identification number 
~. Strength category identification numher 
e Equipment type identification number 
J Escort fighter protection (with, without) 
I Escort SEAD protection (with, without) 
SORTfES/x,ptw Decision variable representing the number of AI sorties of a flight 
group to fly from air base, b, by aircraft, a, assigned to POT, p, reducing strength, 
.~, destroying equipment, e, with (or without) fighter escort,/, and SEAD escort,) 
j;lGHTo"p Intcger decision variab!c reprcsenting the number of fighter escort 
packages assigned to escort flight group made up of aircraft, a, flying from air 
base, b, against POT, p 
SEA Do"p: Integer decision variable represtnting the number of elcctronic escort 
(SEAD) packages assigned to escort flight group made up of aircraft, a, flying 
from air base, b, against POT, p 
TSDp,; Calculated target strenh>1h destroyed by flight group tor POT, p, 5trength, 
EAbapufi Calculated expected attrition suffered by flight group consisting of 
aircraft, a, flying from air base, b, against POT, p, reducing strength, s, attacking 
equipment, e, with (or without) fightcr escort./, and SEAD escort,} 
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PKa • Probability of kill by one sortie of aircraft, G, against equipment, e 
ESV,,: Strength value of equipment, e, for ~trength, s 
DRSp_, Desired reduction for POT, p, in strength, s 
CNEp<: for POT, p, the current quantity of equipment, e 
MAXSGRTIFSbo: Maximum sorties availahle by aircraft, a, from air base, b 
lvfAXFIGHTb : Maximum escort fighter packages available from air base, h 
MAXSF.AD t : Maximum escort SEAD packages available from air base, h 
MAXFTRESC: Maximum number of AI sorties that can be escorted by one fighter 
escort package 
MAXSEADE.SC: Maximum number of Al sorties that can he escorted by one 
SEAD escort package. 
RAN(1Ebop : Matrix with an entry of 1 if aircraft, a, from air hase, h, can reach 
POT, p, along optimal route path 
PSAAIx>p/ Probability of survival due to enemy air-to-air assets for an aircraft, G, 
from air base, b, attacking POT, p, with (or without) attached fighter escort, j, 
along optimal route path 
Probability of survival due to enemy surface-to-assets for an aircraft, a, 
from base, b, attacking POT, p, with (or without) attached SEAD escort, j, 
along optimal route path 
eGA" Course of action probability for POT,p 
ECHp Echelon weight for POT, p 
W user defined maximum attrition 
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2. M IP Formulation 




Calculation cftarge! strength destroyed by AI sorties 
TSD", =(1 + COAp) x ECH p )( ~~~RANGF.o"" x PK .. )( F.SV .. 
)( ~~(SORTlF.S"-'Ji - EA~"I'"fj ) 
Calculation of expected attrition suffered by AI sorties 
EAbaP"'4 = SORTIESo",S<fj x (1 - PSAAbapf )< PSSA b.", ) 
Limit the attrition suffered by a flight group to no more than user defined. 
Limit AI sorties assigned to those available 
Limit equipment ki lls to no more than the current quantity 
PK_ x LL(SOR 77ESb"",." - EAb"",.fj)~ CNF. ,. 
f , 








If fighter escort is allocated, require one fighter escort package for every MAXFTRESC 
AI son ies protected 
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L L L SOR77ESbOp",) ~ r1GHl~"P X MAXFTRESC (12) 
If SEAD escort is allocated, require one SEAD escort package for every MAXSEADESC 
AT sorties protected 
LLLSOR77ESbopMjl ~SEADb"" x MAXS/:,ADESC (13) 
Limit the number of fighter escort packages used to no more than available 
(14) 
Limit the number of SEAD escort packages used to no more than available 
L L SEADo..p ~ MAXSEADb (IS) 
Non-negativity constraint for number of AJ sorties 
SOR77ESbop" JJ ~ 0 (16) 
Non-negativity constraint for amount of expected attrition 
(17) 
3. Allocation Program Output 
The output of the air allocation LP is similar to an Air Tasking Order (ATO) used 
by theater commanders to allocate aircraft to sorties, missions, and targets. The allocation 
program builds flight groups made up of AI sorties and any fighter and SEAn escort 
packages. These flight groups are scheduled to fly from a friendly air base to an enemy 
unit and attack a specified equipment type. These data are used by the (AA)" model's 
target attrition methods. The number of sorties assigned for each aircraft type, air base, 
equipment type, and target combination is for the entire air planning period 
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D. PHASE ACTIVATION AND TRANSITION 
AI the beginning of model execution, onJy the first phase is considered to be 
active Phases arc sequentially activated based un a determination of whether the strength 
categories orlhe previous phase have been sufficiently reduced lfit is determined that the 
next phase should be activated, its computed strength values are used to allocate sorlies to 
targets Transition from one phase to one or more following phases occurs as fewer 
sorties aTC allocated to one phase and the remaining available sorties arc allocated to 
follow-on phases The (AA/ model makes the decision to activate follow-on phases 
based on whether the strength values of the current phase have been reduced to within a 
user specified fraction of the desired values. Once the strength values are within the 
specified fraction, any sorties not allocated to the current phase are allocated to the next 
phase. An assumption made is that the phases specified hythe user are in order of their 
importance. Therefore, sorties will be allocated to the first phase, then any remaining will 
be allocated to the next active phase, and so on. Phases arc not de-activated during the 
model run. This accounts for the possibility that enemy strengths that have previously 
been reduced to the desired level may increase above the desired level due to 
reinforcements or repair of equipment 
The calculations used to determine if the next phase should be activated are 
described below. The criteria used ensure that the total strengths over all POTs have been 
reduced to within tht: user ddined rangt: of the desired strength levels Befort: each modd 
run the user defines the value, Criteria Val, used to determine a range from the phase's 
desired strength values at which the ne)(t phase is activated. For each active phase i the 
desired reduction in strength fraction, DRSF" is calculated using Equation ( 18) 
DRS 
mISF, ' ~(T.~" ~~S") (18) 
The next phase will be activated if the value of DRS/: ~ for all st rength categories s of the 
phase are less than or equal to CrileriaVai. Any availabk sorties remaining following 
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allocation to the phase will be allocated to the next phase. This is calculated for each 
active phase in the campaign 
The selection of Criteria Va/ is dependent on how quickly a user wants suc-cessive 
phases to be activated A large value for CrileriaVa/ (> 0.5) will result in phases being 
activated while preceding phases are sti ll far from their desired levels. This situation 
closely resembles phases being executed concurrently, since many phases may be active at 
the same time. Setting the value of Criteria Va/ to a low number « 0.2) will result in 
phases being executed sequentially. The activation of a phase will occur only when the 
preceding phase has been reduced elose to its desired levels 
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V. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND DEMONSTRATION 
Thi~ chapter discusses the specifics oflhe implementation crthe (AAi model and 
demonstrates its use in several examples. Two software applications were used in the 
implementation orlhe modeL Borland Pascal Version 7,0 was used to implement the air 
apportionment and air attrition simulation portion of the (AA/ model. This portion 
includes procedures for creating the input files used by the sortie allocation MlP, The 
sortie allocation MIP was implemented using GAMS Version 203 These applications 
were selected because they were both capable of being implemented on a personal 
computer and the author's familiarity with them The examples used in this chapter are 
based on a relatively simple air campaign that consists of two phascs Tht$c examples are 
sufficient to demonstrate the methods used in the model and the type of analysis that can 
be conducted 
A. MODEL OVERVIEW 
The eAA/ model consists of a main Pascal program and a sortie allocation MlP 
The Pascal program is used to calculate the strengtb values associated with each POT, 
build the enemy air defense coverage for use in determining the optimal routes from 
friendly air bascs to POTs, and simulate the attrition of POTs by sorties generated by the 
allocation MJP. Data files used by the sortie allocation MIP arc generated by the Pascal 
program_ The output orthe sortie allocation l\.1tP is read into the Pascal program to begin 
the process for the next day of the campaign_ Figure 5 shows the gcneral process that 
occurs for each day of the simulation Appendix n contains the Pa!>Cal source code 
Appendix C contains a sample list ing of the GAMS air allocation .\1lP used by the eM)2 
model 
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Figure 5. Model Flow. 
l. Data Structure 
The data variables used in the (AA)l model and their structure arc found in 
Appendix A All data used by the Pascal program and the sortie allocation M1P arc stored 
in text files . These fi les preserve data for use during the next day as well as archiving data 
for model analysis. For each day of the campaign, a synopsis of the Pascal program's 
execution is archived to a "results" text file for post-analysis. The fi les created by the 
Pascal program are also listed in Appendix A along with their descriptions 
2. Attrition 
After input and initialization of data, the (AA)~ model simulates the air interdiction 
(Al) and fighter/SEAn escort missions generated by the sortie allocation MLP. A mission 
is defined as a grouping of a specified number of AI sorties, fighter and SEAD escort 
packages. The AJ sorties of the mission will attack a specific type of equipment attached 
to a target unit The SEAD escort packages (if attached) will attack any surface-to-air 
missile systems attached to the target unit. The fighter escort packages (if attached) do 
!ill1 currently attack any enemy fighter aircraft since the model does not explicitly simulate 
airborne enemy aircraft Target attrition by the SEAO escort packages is conducted first 
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SEAD escort packages are not subject to attrition by enemy air defenses, as it is assumed 
thaI SEAD escort aircraft will nonnally stand-off from enemy air defenses while 
supporting AI mission sorties_ SEAD eseort packages attack enemy surface-to-air missile 
(SAM) systems attached to a targt-1: unit (if any exist)_ The number of SAMs killed, 
SAMKilled, by the SEAD package is detennined by drawing a random sample from a 
binomial distribution The parameters of the distribution are the number of SEAD 
package shots, SEADShoIS, and the probability of kill, PKSEAlJ., for the enemy SA.\1 
system type e_ The value drawn from the binomial distribution is assigned to the value 
S'L'vtKilled and equals the number of shots by a SEAD package that hit enemy SAM 
systems. This number is subtracted tram the number of SAM systems attached to the 
target If SAMKilled is greater than the current number of enemy SAM systems attached 
to the target, the number of systems is set to zero 
The AI missions of each flight group are flown next The A1 mission sorties are 
first subject to enemy air-to-air and surface-to-air attrit ion_ Again, the number of A1 
sorties killed by enemy defenses is determined by drawing a random sample from a 
binomial distribution. The probability of kill of an AI mission sortie flying from an air base 
to a target unit is derived from the PSAAoor/ and PSSA bap! values used in the allocation 
MlP. The probability of kill , PKillbop, of each AI mission sortie is calculated using 
Equation 19 
PKiIlo"P =: 1- (PSAA~'Pf x PSSAOOpj) (19) 
The parameters used for the binomial draw are the number of A1 sorties flying to a target, 
SORTTESbapJ<fj, and the probability of kill due to enemy air defenses, PKillbap The random 
sample drawn is assigned to the variable ACKilled. This value is subtracted from 
SORTlESb.p"fj to calculate the number of A1 sorties remaining to attack the target unit 
The number of equipment systems killed by the A1 sorties is again calculated by drawing 
from a binomial distribution with the parameters set to the number of remaining AJ sorties 
and the probability of kill, PKASoo, of equipment type e by aircraft type a The value 
drawn is number of equipment systems killed, EquipKilled, by the AI sorties The value, 
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EquipKilled, is subtracted from the eurrent number of equipment, CNE~ of type, e, 
attached to POT, p . If EquipKilled is greater than CNEl'" then eNE~ is set to zero 
Appendix D contains listings of the probabilities of kill for enemy defense systems vs 
friendly aircraft and friendly aircraft vs. equipment types 
3. Strength Computation and Pbase Activation 
ASter all SEAD and AI missions have been tlown, the strengths of each POT are 
recalculated. The values of lSp" esp" DSp>, and DRSp, are calculated for each POT and 
strength category. These data are formatted and outputted to files for use by the 
allocation l\.1lP. These values are also used to determine whether the current phase's 
strengths have been reduced to below the user specified value, eriteriaVal 1fso, the next 
phase (if there is one) is activated 
4. Enemy Ail" Defense System 
The enemy air defense system is built using the Pascal program developed by L T 
Wang, R,O.C. Navy, in a Master's Thesis, [Ref. 81 The algorithms developed in his thesis 
have been implemented in JWAEP and are consistent with the methods used in the (AA)l 
model. For each enemy SAM system or air-to-air capable aircraft a maximum range and a 
probability of kill , PK, against friendly aircraft type are defined. This information, along 
with the location of the system, is used to calculate the PK by enemy air-to-air and SAM 
systems in each air grid for each type of friendly aircraft These values are then used to 
determine the optimal route from the friendly air base to each POT. This optimal route 
gives an expected PK for enemy air-to-air and surface-to-air threat systems and a range 
from the friendly air base to the POT. Each type of friendly aircraft has a defined 
maximum range. If the range to a POT along the optimal route is farther than an aircraft's 
maximum range, the variable Range"", is assigned a value of zero, Otherwise, it is given a 
value of one. The expected PK of enemy air-to-air and surface-to-air threat systems along 
the optimal route are use to compute the probabilities of success for each friendly aircraft 
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Iype flyin g from an air base to a POT Two values are calculated for the probability of 
success for hoth enemy air-la-air (PSAA) and surface-la-air (PSSA) threats for an aircraft 
Iype, a, Hying from an air base, b, to a POT, p _ The first value assumes no escon fighter 
escort, f, or SEAD escort, j, package is allached_ These values, PSAA",p[ and PSSAbopj, 
arc equal [0 one minus the respective probabilities of kill calculated for the optimal route 
Tt is assumed that if fighter or SEAD escort aircraft arc attached, the respective probability 
of kill along the optimal route is reduced by a fractional amount, PKReduction, assigned 
by the user. This is consistent with the assumption that allocation of escort aircraft to a 
flight group should greatly reduce the threat to AI sonies The resultant PK values are 
then used to calculate the values of PSAA bap/ and PSSAt"l'j with attached escon packages 
These data values are formatted and outputted for use by the allocation MLP 
5, Allocation of Sorties 
AI, escort fighter and SEAD mission sorties are allocated by the allocation 
program following completion of the Pascal program. Sorties are allocated to Phase One 
first, then if any sorties remain, arc allocated to Phase Two, Three, etc. (if active). The 
output of the allocation program is transferred to mission input files that are read fo r the 
beginning of the next day of the campaign by the Pascal program To ensure a fa st 
allocation solve time, the variable for the number of AI sorties is relaxed from an integer 
variable to a real variahle. Since this will result in fractional AI sorties heing allocated 
only the integer part of the variable is transferred to the mission input files While this 
does not result in an "optimal" solution, it is considered to be a "near" optimal solution 
sufficient for the execution of the (AAf model. Test runs of the model using the 'near" 
optimal solution compared closely to runs requiring integer solutions for AI sorties 
B. '10DEL DE.\10NSTRATlON 
A simple scenario was constructed to demonstrate the use of the (AA)2 model 
Figure 6 gives a graphical view of the battle area The ground node network consists of 
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18 nodcs. Two enemy eOAs were defincd for the scenario, Each COA consist of an 
equal sizcd force with different avenues of approach (AOA). The AOAs for COA 1 and 
eOA 2 are associated with nodes 1-7 and 8-14, respectively. At the beginning of the 
scenario the eOAs are equally likely. As the scenario progresses, the COA probabilities 
are changed with COA 2 becoming the mosl likely, The COA probabilities of each eOA 
for each day of the campaign arc listed in Table), Eight POTs are defined and listed in 
Table 4. The units moving along COA J's AOA include Annor Brigade I, Artillery 
Battalion I, and Logistic Unit \ . Armor Brigade 2, Artillery Battalion 2, and Logistic Unit 
2 proceed along the AOA for COA 2, The enemy air base and logistic base remain 
stationary throughout the scenario. The movement and node locations of the POTs for 
each day of the campaign are listed in Table 5 
Da COA 1 COA2 








Table 3, Course of Action (COA) probabilities. 
Each POT has a TO&E defined which gives the initial quantities of the 10 equipment 
types defined in Table 6, These are standard equipment types taken from the THlJNDER 
model data descriptions, [Ref 4J The TO&E data and equipment strength values for each 
type of equipment are contained in Appendix D , Two friendly air bases are defined with 
each having two Iypes offriendly aircraft, Air base 1 (node 17) represents a fixed air base 
which has attached 20 F-I17A's and)O F-1 5E's, Air base 2 (node \8) represents a 
aircraft carrier that has attached a 20 A-6Es and)O F-ISCs Each air base has 12 fighter 




Armor BriJ2:adc I 
Armor Sri ade 2 
Art illerv Battalion I 
Art illery Battalion 2 
Lo isticUnit I 
Lm:isti(; Unit 2 
Logistic Base 
Air Base 
Armor Brigade 1 
Armor Bri~ade 2 
Arlille Battalion J 
Artillery Battalion 2 
I .ogistie Unit I 
La istic Unit 2 
Logistic Base 
Table 4. Potential targets. 
D, . 
1 2 3 4 5 
15 15 15 15 15 
2 3 4 4 4 
9 10 11 1 12 13 
1 2 3 1 3 3 
8 9 10 11 12 
1 2 3 3 3 
8 9 10 I 11 12 
16 16 16 16 16 
6 7 8 
15 15 15 
4 4 4 
14 14 14 
3 3 3 
i3 13 13 
3 3 3 
12 12 12 
16 16 16 
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Figure 6. Air grid and node layout. 
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Phase One of the campaign has as its objective to gain air superiority over the 
enemy air-to-air and surfacc-to-air threat. Phase Two's objective is to reduce the enemy's 
ground combat and logistic supply capability, The strengths and unit types to be targeted 
for Phase One and Phase Two are given in Table 7 and 8, respectively 
Unit Type AAA ASA ee2 MMO 
Air Base X I X X I X 
Armor Brigade X X 
Art illery X X 
Logistic Unit X 
Logistic Rase X 
Table 7. Selected strength categories for Phase One. 
Unit Type AAS ASS LPO LST 
Air Base X X X 
Armor Brigade X 
Artillery X 
Logistic Unit X X 
Logistic Base X X 
Table 8. Selected strength categories for Phase Two. 
For Phase One. the desired levels for enemy air-to-air (AAA) and surface-to-air (ASA) 
strengths were set to 0 I These values were selected to ensure that the majority of enemy 
threat systems were destroyed before execution of Phase Two objectives, In addition, the 
command and control, ee2, elements of units controlling threat systems were assigned a 
desired level of 0. 3, Finally, the air base mobility, MMO, strength was set at 0,2, The 
Phase Two desired levels were determined in much the same way as Phase One The ai r-
to-surface (AAS) strength was set to 0 I, Surlace-to-surface (ASS), l ogi~tjc POL (LPO), 
and logistic surface transport (LST) strengths were set to 0,3, These values were selected 
[0 ensure significant damage to enemy ground and logistic units Tables 9 and 10 show 
the desired levels for Phase One and Phase Two, respectively 
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Unit Type AAA ASA CC2 MMO 
Air Base 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 
Armor Brigade 0.1 03 
Anillery 0.1 03 
Logist ic Unit 0.1 
Logistic Base 0.1 
Table 9. I)esired levels for Phase One. 
Unit Type AAS ASS LPO LST 
Air Base 0. 1 03 0.3 
Armor Brigade 0.3 0.3 
Artillery 03 03 
Logistic Unit 03 0.3 
Logistic Base 0.3 03 
Table 10. Desired levels for Phase Two. 
1. Example One 
Example One uses a Criteria Val of 03 This value was selected to ensure that the 
strength values associated with Phase One would be close to their desired levels before 
activating Phase Two. Figure 7 shows the desired reduction in strength fraction remaining 
at the beginning of each day of the campaign. It can bc seen that by the beginning of Day 
4, the desired reduction in strength fractions are all below tbe Criteria Val of 0.3. AI 
sorties flown on Day I, 2, and 3 resulted in all DRS fractions reduced below the 
CriteriaVal. Beginning on Day 4, both Phase One and Phase Two were active and sonies 
were allocated to both. Day 4 is the transition day for the two phases The majority of 
sorties went to reducing the strengths associated with Phase Two with the smaller amount 
going to Phase One. The number of sorties flown is shown in Figure 8. The DRS 
fractions for Phase Two are reduced below the CriteriaVal on Day (, If the example had 
included a third phase it would have been activated and allocated sorties on Day 7. The 
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relatively low value selected for Criteria Val ensured that Phase One strengths were dose 
to their desired levels before allocating sortie~ to Phase Two 
Figure 7. Remaining reduction in strength for Phases One and Two. 
l'igure 8. Air Interdiction sorties by campaign phase. 
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2. Example Two 
In Example Two Criteria Val was increased to 0.8 The effect of increasing 
Cri/eriaVal is to allow activation offollow-on phases while preceding phases are still far 
from their desired levels. Figure 9 shows the DRS fractions for both phases and Figure 10 
shows the sorties flown for each phase. By the start of Day 3, the Phase One strengths 
had been reduced below the CrileriaVal and Phase Two was act ivated. The increase in 
the CriteriaValto 0.8 resulted in Phase Two being activated one day earlier than in 
Example One. Figure 10 shows the distribution of sorties between the phases. The 
majority of sort ies flown on Day 3 were flown in support of Phase Two objectives. When 
compared to the first example, the earlier activation of Phase Two allowed excess sorties 
not used for Phase One objectives to be allocated to Phase Two objectives. This resulted 
in Phase Two's strengths being reduced earlier than in Example One. This example 
demonstrates that as the value of Criteria Val is increased, follow-on phases are activated 
This allows for sorties to be allocated to several phases in the same day 
I [ill 
Figure 9. Remaining reduction in strrngth for Phase One and Phase Two. 
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Figure 10. Air Interdiction sorties by phase. 
3. Example Three 
The purpose of Example Three is to show the effect of an increase in the strength 
values of an active phase due to enemy reinforcements, updated perceptions, or repair of 
equipment. This example used the same CrileriaVal, 0.3, as Example One. The campaign 
was conducted much the same way as Example One with Phase Two being activated on 
Day 4. At the end of Day 5 a reimorcement of fighter aircraft was transferred to the 
enemy air base and the runways were repaired to full capahility, This resulted in an 
increase of Phase One strengths. In addition, the number of sorties allocated to thc Phase 
One strengths increased for Day (j with a representative decrease in Phase Two sorties 
Figures I I and 12 show the reduction in strength and sorties flown for each day of the 
campaign, respectively. One assumption of the (AA)2 model is that sorties are allocated to 
phases in order of sequence_ Therefore, an increase in the strength values of an early 





l'igure 11. Remaining reduction in strength for Phase One and Phase Two. 
Figure 12. Air Interdiction sorties by campaign phase. 
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4. Summary 
The previous examples demonstrate the (AA/ model's ability to apportion and 
allocate air assets based on the objectives of a multiple phase air campaign In the 
examples, air assets werc initially used to reduce the enemy air defcn~e threat before 
moving to the objectives of Phase Two. The activation of Phase Two in all the examples 
was determined by the model based on the WITcn! strengths of the POTs and the user 
selected value of Criteria Val The desired levels for Phase One wefe sufficient to ensure 
that the enemy air defense threat was reduced to a level that allowed the follow-on phase 
to be activated and completed Using the (AA.l model, analysis can be conducted to 
determine how changes in desired levels and phase transition criteria affect the 
apportionment and allocation of air assets 
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VI. CONCL.USIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The (AA)' model provides a process for air campaign planners to analyze the 
effects of campaign phasing on the apponiorunent and allocation of theater air assets_ Tn 
many campaign scenarios, the number of available aircraft sorties is smaller than the 
number of possible targets. Air planners must make difficult decisions on what targets 
should be attacked by air sorties on a specified day and which must wait until a later date 
The decision of which targds to attack is based on the objectives of the active phase of 
the campaign. The (AA)' model gives a method by which not only the order of phases can 
be analyzed, but also when to activate successive phases_ Analysis oflhe desired level of 
dcstnJction on different target types is also possible. The methods of the (AA/ model are 
also suitable for inclusion into existing theater-level combat simulations. Use of the model 
in combat simulations removes the need for a user to explicitly define target priorities and 
schedule air missions 
A. ASSUMPTIONS 
Several assumptions made during the development of the (AAl model arc 
important to note because they affect the outcome of any analysis conducted using the 
model. As a stand-alone decision model, the (AA/ model has several limitations that may 
affect results. The model deals specifically with air-to-ground attrition Attrition by other 
types of units (ground and naval) is not taken into account. At present, the uncertainty 
regarding what enemy units arc located on a ground node is also not considered. This 
uncertainty is treated in depth in the JWAEP model. The (AA/ docs not aurit fighter or 
SEAD sorties The number of fighter and SEAD packages availahle each day remains 
constant. The model does not differentiate between the day and night capabilities of 
different types of aircraft No determination is made by the allocation program of whether 
it is an advantage for an aircraft to fly at night and be subject to less air defense threat or 
fly during the day to increase the probability of dest roying a target. While these 
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assumption~ may limit the extent to which the stand-alone version of the (AA/ model may 
be used for analysis, the methodology provides the basis for future research 
R. FUTURE RESEARCH 
Several areas within the topic of theater air asset apportionment and allocation 
lend themselves to filture research. First, the (AA)2 model deals only with air interdiction 
(AI) mi~sions and fighter and SEAD escort missions. An improved model would also 
apportion and allocate other types of missions to include reconnaissance, close air support 
(CAS), logistic transport, combat air patrol (CAP), and air refueling. To accommodate 
these mission typeR, more strength categories will need to he defined which give stren);,'ths 
to related enemy and friendly capahilities. The decision of whether to allocate fighters to 
protect AI sonies or to fly Combat Air Patrol (CAP) sonies over friendly units is an 
important area wonhy of consideration 
The strength values assigned to each type of equipment represented in the (AA/ 
model are assumed to be constant throughout a model run. In reality, the value of a type 
of equipment for a specific strength category is dependent on several factors that may 
change during the execution of the modeL For example, the surface-to-surface attrition 
strength (ASS) ofa tank may be one value if used in the offense and another if used in the 
defense . The strength value may also he dillerent if the unit to which it is attached is at 
full strength or is at partial strength. A unit's strength may also be dependent on the 
amount of logistic support it can receive from its parent unit. Future work on representing 
these dependencies and ways of implementing dynamic strength values within a model run 
is of interest 
Implementation of the (AA), model methods into the JWAEP model requires that 
the computer run time for each campaign day be kept to a minimum . A significant amount 
of the execution time of the (AA/ model is due to the use of a MlP to allocation air 
assets. Replacement of the :MIP by a fast execution heuristic program could reduce the 
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execution time significantly_ While the solution may be less optimal than the ai r allocation 
MIP. the savings in execution time is desirable 
Finally, the eOA prohabilit ies used by the model to weight the strength values of 
units are currently based only on ground CO As. COAs for air and naval forces arc also 
nceded. Naval COA probahilities, suitable for use by the (AAi model, were discussed by 
LT Michaelll. Fulkerson, US"\" in his Master's Thesis. [Ref. 9) The formulation of eOAs 
for air forces have yet to he developed. These values may possibly he based on the air 
apportionment values of a side and the types of missions flown over a given period of 
time. Inclusion of these COAs into the (AAl methods will more acwratcJy model the 
strength values of[hese types of units when compared to ground units 
The (AA)2 model is an initial step in the development of decision algorithms to 
accuratcly model the apportionment and allocation of air assets in theatcr campaigns 
simulations By removing the need for the u~er to e",plicitly define how air assets are 
apportioned and allocated, significant analysis may be conducted on apportionment and 
allo(;ation values. This analysis is important 10 both campaign planner~ as well as the 
forces executing campaign plans 
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF VARIABLES 
This appendix presents a list of the variables that arc used in the (AA)" model 
Pa~caj source code Descriptions of each variable aTC provided Index and local variables 
arc not included 




















r.,'lain module program 
Module - Generation of enemy air defense densities and data 
output 
Module - Variable, constant and type definitions 
Module - Air sortie and target attrition module 
Module - Data file input and output module 
Module - Target strength calculation and output module 
Record - Defines campaign day data 
Integer - Campaign day 
Real - Phase activation criteria value. 
Integer - Number of AJ flight groups allocated for the 
campaign day 
Integer - Number of fighter escort packages allocated for 
campaign day 
Integer - Number of SEAD escort packages allocated for 
campaign day 
Record - Defines campaign phase data 
Integer - 1 if phase is active, 0 otherv.'ise 
Array of reals - Phase total strength value fix each strength 
category 
Array of reals - Phase current strength for each strength 
category 

































Array of reals - Phase desired reduction in strength for 
each strength category 
Array of integer - I if strength category is active for phase, 
o otherwise 
Array of integer - I if equipment type is active for phase, 0 
otherwise. 
Array of Teals - Desired levels for each unit Iype and 
strength category. 
Record - Defines AI flight group mission data. 
Integer - Air base flight group originated ITom 
Integer - Aircraft type of flight group 
Integer - Target unit for flight group 
Integer - Equipment type flight group is to attack 
Integer - I if fighter escort package is attached, 0 
otherwise 
Integer - I if SEAD escort package is attached, 0 
otherwise 
Real - Probability of successfully flying to target due to 
enemy air-to-air defenses 
Real - Probability of successfully flying to target due to 
enemy surface-to-air defenses 
Integer - Number of aircraft in flight group 
Record - Defines fighter and SEAD escort package data 
Integer - Air base escort package originated from. 
Integer - AI aircraft type escort package is supporting. 
Integer - Target unit for escort package. 
Integer - Number of escort packagcs assigned to target. 
Record - Defines target unit data 
String - Name of target unit. 
Integcr - Type of unit 
Integer - Ground node target unit is located 
Integer - Air grid target node is located below. 
Real - Air grid X location. 
Real - Air grid Y location. 
Real - Echelon weight of targct unit 
Real - COA probability of target unit 
Array of Teals - Total streng th of target unit for each 
strengthcatcgory 































Array of feals - Desired strength of target unil for each 
strength .:ategory 
Array of reals - Desired reduction of strength of target unit 
for each strength category 
Array of reals - TOE quantity of target unit for each 
eqUlpment type 
Array of Teals - Current quantity of target unit for each 
equipment type 
Record - Defines friendly air base data 
String - Name offriendly air base 
Integer· Air grid location offriendly air base 
Array of integer· ill of squadron attached 10 friendly air 
base 
Array of integer - TOE quantity of aircraft attached 10 
friendly air base 
Array of integer - Current quantity of aircraft attached to 
fri endly air base 
Constant - Number of grids in air network 
Constant - Number ofrows in air grid 
Constant - "umber of columns in air grid 
Constant - Width of each grid in air grid. 
Constant - Number of phases in campaign 
Constant - Number of target units 
Constant - Number of unit types 
Constant ~ Number of equipment 
Constant - Number of friendly air bases 
Constant - Number of friendly aircraft types 
Constant - Maximum number of flight group missions in a 
d,y 
Constant - Number of strength categories 
Constant - DOS directory of data files 
Constant - DOS directory ofGAMS files 
Array of integers - Maximum range and number of sorties per 
day for each friendly aircraft type 
Array of rt:als - Probability of kill of an equipment type by 
each type offriendly aircraft Iype 
Array of reals ~ Maximum range and probability of kill of 
















Array of reals - Strength category values for each equipment 
type and strength category 
Array of strings - Names of each equipment type 
Array of strings - Three letter identifier for each strength 
category 
Array of strings - Names of each unit type 
Array ofDaytype - Data for each campaign day 
Array of Phase type - Data of each phase 
Array of AIMsntype - Data of each AI flight group mission 
Array of Escort type - Data of each fighter package mission 
Array of Escort type - Data of each SEAD package mission 
Array ofTgttype - Data of each target uni t 
Array of BlueABtype - Data of each friendly air base 
Array of NumGrids - Stores the accumulated probability of 
kill due to enemy air-to-air threat for each air grid 
Array of NumGrids - Stores the accumulated probability of 
kill due to enemy air -to-air threat for each air grid 
Linked list - Stores the optimal route calculated by the air 
route planning module 













Text - File of air grid coordinates 
Text - File of campaign day data 
Text - File of phase data 
Text - File of AI flight group mission data 
Text - File of fighter package mission dala 
Text - File ofSEAD package mission data 
Text - File of target unit data 
Text - File of friendly air base data 
Text - File of campaign day output 
Text - File of desired reduction in strength data for each 
potential target formatted for air allocation MJP 
Text - File of current number of equipment for each potential 
target fonnatted for air allocation MJP 
Text - File of probability of kills for each equipment and 







B. FILE OUTPUT 
Text - File of strength values of each equipment type and 
strength category combination formatted for air al location 
MIP 
Text - File of probability of success due to enemy air-to-air 
threat for each friendly aircraft type flying from a friendly air 
base to a target unit fonnatted for air allocation MIP 
lext - File of probability of success due to enemy surface-to-
air threat for each friendly aircraft type flying from a friendly 
air bas!: to a target unit formatted for air allocation MIP 
Text - fi le of maximum range constraints for ea(;h friendly 
aircraft type and target unit combination 
The following files are created by the Pascal program Each run of the (AA)l 
model overwrites previous files ofthe Sam(; name 
IDENTlFIERS 
< Day > 
< Phase> 
Current campaign day 
Campaign phase 
< DataDir > 
< GAMSDir > 
DOS directory of data Iiks. 
DOS directory of data fi les 
FILES 
< DataDir > Dayfile.dat 
< DataDir > Phasefiledat 
< DataDir > Tgttile < Day >.dat 
< DataDir > ABfile < Day >dat 
< DataDir > COA < Day > dat 
< DataDir > ECH < Day >,dat 
< DataDir > DRS < Day > < Phase > dat 
< DataDir > ECN < Day > < Phase > dat 
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Stores current day information 
Stores desired levels for each phase 
Stores potential target information 
Stores number of aircraft lo(;ated at 
each friendly ai r base 
Stores COA probabilities for use by 
sorties allocation MIP 
Stores echelon values for use bv 
sortie allocation l\1IP ~ 
Stores desired reduction in strength 
values for use by sortie allocation 
MIP 
Stores current number of equipment 
systems of each target for sortie 
allocation MIP 
< DataDir > ESV < Phase > dat 
< DataDir > PK < Phase >,dat 
< DataDir > PSAA < Day >. dat 
< DataDir > PSSA < Day >, dat 
< DataDir > Rfu'\'G£ < Day > dat 
< GAMSDir > ATh1sn < Day > dat 
< GA..\1SDir > FTRMsn < Day >.dat 
< GA..l'vISDir > SEADMsn < Day > dat 
<DataDir>PK<Phase>.dat 




Stores equipment strength values for 
use by the sortie allocation MIY 
Stores the probability of ki ll for each 
friendly aircraft type versus each 
equipment type 
Stores the probability of success due 
to enemy air-to-air threat for use by 
the sonic allocation MIP 
Stores the probability of success due 
to enemy surface-to-air threat for usc 
by the sortie allocation MIP 
Stores the matrix of potential target 
ranges (lor 0) for sonic allocation 
MIP 
Stores the sortie allocation of AI 
missions read from the sortie 
a1location.MlP output 
Stores the escort fighter package 
missions read from the sonic 
allocation MlP output 
Stores the escort SEAD package 
missions read from the sortie 
allocation MlP output 
Stores the probability of kill of an 
equipment type by friendly aircraft 
types for use by te sortie allocation 
MlP. 
Stores the number of AI sorties 
available from friendly air bases for 
usc by the sortie allocation MIP 
Stores the number of SEAD 
packages available from fiicndly 
air bases for usc by the sortie 
allocation M[P 
Stores the number of fighter 
packages available from friendly ai r 
bases for use by the sortie allocation 
MIP 
APPENDIX B. PASCAL SOURCE CODE 
Appendix 13 contains the Pascal sOlln;e code of the (AA)' model The source code 
is avai lable from Professor S H. Parry, Naval Postgraduate School, :Monlerey California 
A. MAIN PROGRAM 
\ ......... " ....... , .... , ....... , ........ , .................... ,', ...... . 
Program MainPAS 
Description. ?vlain program for (AA)"2 model. Controls execution and calls 
procedures 
*.*.*****, ... * •• ~* •••• * •••• * ••• •••• *K* ••• ~*.* ••• **.* ••• ** ••••••••••••••• '" 
'J 
program main; 
uses Data, In_Out, BuildEADU, Strength, FlyMsn; 
begin 
Day Daytype; 






















(Day,Air _Grid, Tgt,BlucAB); 
end {main} 
B. DATA 1HonULE 
Program Data.PAS 
Description Dcfincs variable types and constants used in the model 
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NumGrids '" 100; 
NumRows '" 10; 
NumCo[s == J 0; 
GridWidth '" 30; 
NumPhascs = 2; 
NumTgts "'- 8; 
NumUnitTypes = 5; 
NumEquip = 10; 
NumBlueAB = 2; 
NumBlueAC = 4; 
NumMsn = 50; 
NumStrengths =- 8; 
DataDir = 'd:\thcsis\data\'; 
GamsDir = 'd: \lhesis\gams\'; 
Iype Daytype = record 
Num integer; 
Criteria integer; 
Criteria Val real; 
N_AlMsn : integer; 
N FTRMsn . integer; 
N - SEADMsn : integer; 
en£"{Daytypc} 
Phasctype = record 
Active mteger; 
TS array [I "NumStrcngths] of real; 
DS array [ I.. NumStrcngths] of real; 
CS array [l.NumStrengthsJ orreal; 
DRS array [ I..NumStrengths) of real; 
Act iveStrength array [\ "NumStrcngths] of integer; 
ActiveEquip array [I. ,NurnEquip] of integer; 
DL array [0 NumUnitTypes, LNumStrcngths] of real; 
end; {PhaseType} 











































































VertexList == alTay [LNumGrids] of Vertex Type; 
PKAAdata = array [LNurnBlueAC + I] of real; 
PKASdala = array [1..NurnBlueAC, L NumEquipl or rea!; 
PKSAdata '" array [1.. 2, I..NurnBlueAC + I] orreal; 
Keep_value == array [1 .. NumGrids] of rea!; 
Grid_value .... array [l .. NumGrids] of gridtype; 
AlMsndata = array [l .. NumMsn] of ATh1sntype; 
FTR.M.sndata '" array [LNumMsn] of Escort type; 
SEAOMsm.lata = array [I..NumMsnl of Escorttype; 
Phasedala '" array [l..NumPhases] of Phase type; 
Tgtdata '-' alTay [ I..NumTgts] ofTgtlype; 
Equipdatal '" array [1..NumEquip, I..NumStrengths] ofreal; 
Equipdata2 = array [l .. NumEquip] of string; 
BlueABdata = array [I..XurnBlueAB] of BlueABType; 
BlueACdata '" array [1 .. NumBlueAC , 1 . .2] of integer; 
Strengthdata '" array [1. .NumStrengths] of sIring; 
UnitTypedata == array [I..NumUnitTypes] ofming; 
BlueAC BlueACdata '" 
{A6E - AI} «(350 , 3), 
{F-15E -A2l (280,4), 
{F-18C - A3 1 (250,4), 
(F-117A-A4} (250,2»); 
PKASD: PKASdata '" 
{ El, £2, E3, E4 , E5 , E6, E7, E8, E9,E 10} 
{A6 - A I J(0 .225,0.44 \ ,0.441 ,0.441,0.378,0.225,0.315,0,3 15,0.567,0.44\), 
{F15 - A2} (0270,0.473,0.473,0.473,0.405,0.225,0.338,0.338,0.608,0.473), 
{F 18 - A3} (0.216,0 432.0.432,0.432,0.432,0.243,0 ,3 24,0,360,0 .648,0.468), 
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implementation 
end. {Module Data} 
',':MECHBDE ','ARILLLARY 
'LOGISTIC C:\lT, 'LOGISTIC RASF'); 
c. I:-;PUT AND OUTPUT :\-IODULE 
{ .................................................................... .., 
Module In Out-PAS 
Description: Creates Day Results Iile, retreives data stored in text files 




Procedure Inpu\Da\a (var Day Daytype; 
var Pha~e Phasedata; 
var Air_Grid : Grid_value; 
var AIMsn AIMsndata; 
var FTRMsn FTRMsndata; 
var SEADMsn: SEADMsndata; 
var Tgt Tgtdata; 
var BlueAB . BlueABdata); 
Procedure OutputData (vaT Day Daytype; 
vaT Phase Phasedata; 
vaT Tgt Tgtdata; 
var BlueAB : BlueABdata); 
implementation 
(H Procedure Input data 
................................................... ) 
Procedure InputData ; 
ij,k,s integer; 
Uninype,Code integer; 









PSAA array [1 .. NumBlueAB, 1 .. NumDlueAC, 1 .. NumTgts,O .. IJ of real; 
PSSA array [ 1 .. NumBlueAB,I . NumDlueAC,I .. NumTgts,Q .. ll of real; 
begin 





while not (eofCDayfile» do begin 




assign (DayResults,DataDir+'DayRes.dat '); 
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if(Day.Num = 0) then rewrite (DayRcsults) 
!!Ise append (DayRcsults); 
writeln (DayResults, ,* .. *** '" '" *** '" '" "' •• ~ "' ••• "' .. '" '" ....... '" •••• ~ .. '" * * ... '" •• ~ ••• ", ... *'); 
writeln (DayResults,'* A1R ALLOCATlOK! AIR APPORTIONMEN-' . '); 
writeln (DayResults:* (AA)"2 *'); 
writeln (DayResults,'* MODEl . '); 
writeln (DayRcsults,'** ~ '" '" ** ~ "' .. "' .... '" ••• " ~ '" ** "' .......... "' .. '" "' ..... * ... ** "'.* "' .. "''''' .'); 
GetDatc (Year,Month,Dy,Dayofweek); 
GetTime (Hour,Minme,Second,SeclOO); 
writeln (DayResulis,''' Campaign Day ',Day.Num); 
writcln (DayResults,'* Todays Date - ',Month,'I',Oy,'I', Year); 
wri teln (DayResuhs,''' Todays Time ',Hour:2,' :' ,Minutc :2,': ',Sccond 2); 
writeln (DayResuits,"" Random Seed: ',RandSeed); 
writeln (DayResults,'*·· ** **. ** ••• "' ... ~ ~ ..... ~ ~ ..... * ~ •• """" ~" .... * .*." ~. ~. ~ .'). 
writeln ('''. ~ * *" *." * **. ~ * * ••••••• " . ........ * ~ ••••• " ~ ............ ~'); 
wrileln C· AIR AI~LOCATTON I AIR APPORTIONi\1ENT *'); 
wrileln C· (AAY2 *'); 
writeln ('* I'vl0DEL . '); 
writeln (' . * *. ** *** *" •• * ~ •••• ~ * •• " ~ •• "" ... *."" ••• " .......... ~ ~.~ '''); 
writeln ('~ Campaign Day: "Day.Num); 
writeln C* Todays Date : ',Month,'I',Dy,'I', Year); 
writeln C· Todays Time ',Hour2: :',Minule 2," ,Second:2); 
writcln C· Random Seed · ',RandSced); 
writeln C*· ** ••••• * •• * ••••••••••••••••••• ~ ........ " ••• ~ .. ~ •••• '); 
{ •• G rid coordinate input 
""," ",,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,. . ", .. """""""""} 
assign (Gridfile,DataDir-+-'g 1 Ox 1 030.dat'); 
reset (Gridfi le); 
while not(eof(Gridfile» do begin 
readln(Gridfile ,i , air~ridril .ax, air~rid[il·ay, 
air~rid[ilbx, air~rid[i].by, 
air~id[ilcx, air---.&ridliJcy, 
air~id[iJ.dx, air~rid[i l .dy); 
end; {while} 
writcln C** Grid coord inates inputcd '), 
close (Gridfi lc), 
{ ... Phase input 
"'" ,,,,,.,, " .. , " .. ,. , " .. , " .. ".".,,, .. ,,, ".,. "''''} 
assign (Phasefile,DataDir+ 'Phasefile dat '); 
reset (Phasefi lc); 
while nOl(cof(Phasefile» do bcgin 
readln (Phasefile, i); 
writcln (OayRcsults,'*··" ~ ••• ~ ~.* ..... " ••• ~ .• " •• * .............. * * ••• ~ ~ ••••• ') ; 
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writeln (DayResults: Phase: '.i,' Desired Lcvels')~ 
write (DayRcsults,' Phase ',i,' is '); 
if(Phase[i] .Activc = I) then writeln (DayRcsults,'activc.') 
else writeln (DayResults,' not active.'); 
write (DayResults,'Unit Type '): 
for s = I to NumStrengths do begin 
write (DayResults,StrengthName[s] :5); 
end; {for sl 
writeln (DayRcsults); 
for j= I to NumUnittypes do begin 
read (Phasefile,Unittype); 
write (DayResults,Unittype'N"ame[Unittype 1 :9); 
for k := 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
read (Phasetile,Phase[il_DL[UniIType,k]); 
write (DayResults,Pha.~e[i l_DL[Uniuype,k]: 5: I); 
end; {for k} 
rcadln (Phascfile); 
writeln (DayResults); 
end; {tor j} 
writeln ('** Phase ',i,' desired levels inputed'); 
end; {while} 
dose (Phasetlje); 
{** Target input ***** •••• * •••• * ••• ** •••••• *** ••• *.,,* •• *,,*.*.*.*"' •••••• ···l 
assign (TgtI11e,DataDiM'Tgtfile'+ DayCh+' .dat'); 
reset (Tgtfilc); 
writeln (DayResults); 
writeln (DayResults, ' •••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••• ". * "''''' " " " * *" .... """"'); 
writeln (DayResults,' Target Input'); 
writeln (DayResults); 
write (DayResults,'Tgt# TgtlD UnitType Node Grid X Y Ech '); 
writeln (DayResults,' COA,); 
while nOI(eof(Tgtfile» do begin 
readln (T gtfile,i, T gt [i] . ill, T Bt[i]. UnitType, T gt[il_Node, T gt[i 1. Grid, 
Tgt[iJGridX,Tgt[il_GridY,Tgt[il_Echelon,Tgt[il_COA); 
writeln (DayResults,i:2,TgtLiJ_ID:12, UnittypeNameLTgt[iJ. UnitType] :15, 
Tgt[i].Node:6, Tgt[i].Grid:4,Tgt[ il .GridX:6: I, 
Tgt[i]. GridY :6:1, Tg![i].Echelon:4: I, T gt[ij .COA:6:1); 
for j := I to NumEquip do begin 
readln (Tgtfile,k,Tgt[i].TOEUJ,Tgt[il_CNEU]); 
end, {for j} 
end; {while} 
c\ose(Tgtlile); 
writeln ('*" Target data inputed. '); 
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writeln (DayResults,'·· .. ············**···········*···· .. ·,): 
write!n (DayResults,' Blue Air Base Input'); 
writeln (DayResuits,' # [J) Grid'); 
while not(eof(BlueAllfi le» do begin 
readln (BlucABfile,i ,BlueAB[i] .ID,BlueAB[i] .Grid); 
wnteln (DayResults,i:2.BlueAB[ i J_ ID: I D,BlueAB[i l_GridA); 
writeln (DayResuhs,' Squad TOE Curr'); 
for j ~ I to NumBlueAC do begin 
rcadln (BlucAllfile,S lucAB[i] .Squadill[jj,AlueAB[il_TOELi], 
BlucAB[i].CNE[j)); 
write!n (DayResuhs,8 lucAS [i J. SquadLD[j 1: 6,BlucAilf i] T OE[j]: 6, 
BlucAB[i].CNE[j] :6); 
end; {for J} 
end; {whi le} 
close (BlueAilfile); 
writeln C" Blue Air Base data inputed.'); 




while not(eof(PSAAfile» do begin 
readln (PSAAfile,FileStr); 
Val(Copy(FileS!r,2, J ),i,Code); 
Val(Copy(I'ileStr,5, I ),j,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,8, 1 ),k,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileS!r, 14, 7),PSAA[i,j,k,O],Code); 




reset ( PSSAfile); 
read In (PSSAfile), 
while not(eof(PSSAfile» do begin 
readln (PSSAfile,FileStr); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,2, I ),i,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileSLr,S, I ),j ,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,8, I ),k,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr, 14, 7), PSSA[ij,k ,O],Code); 




writeln C*" Enemy Air Defense data inputcd.'); 
{*. AI Mission input .~ • • ** ••• * ••••••••• • * •••••••••• • * •••••••• * •••••• * .... } 
assign (AJMsnfile,GamsDir'j 'Msnfilc'+DayCh+'.dat') ; 
reset (AlMsnfile); 
write!n (DayRcsults); 
i -= 0; 
while not(eof{AlMsnfile» do begin 
inc(i); 
readln (AlMsnfile,FileStr); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,2, 1 ),AlMsn[i].AB,Codc); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,S, 1 ),AIMsn[il. AC,Code); 
Vale Copy(FilcSt r, 8, I ),AL.\1sn[i 1. T gt, Code); 
YaJ(Copy(FileStr, 11 ,2),AIMsn[i].Equip,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr, 16, I },AIMsn[iJ. FTREsc,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,20, 1 ),AlMsn[i].SEADEsc,Code); 
Vale Copy(FileSlr, 21 ,30),AiMsnl i 1. Sorties, Code); 
AIMsn[ilPSAA := 
PSAA[AJMsn[ij.AB,AlMsn[i j .AC,AlMsn[il .Tgt,AlMsn[ij .FTREscj; 
AIMsn[ilPSSA := 




wri teln (' ~. Air Mssion data inputed. '); 





while not(eof{FlrMsnfile» do begin 
inc(i); 
readln (FtrMsnfile,FilcStr); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,2, I ),FtrMsn[il .AB,Code); 
Vale Copy(F ileStr, 5, 1 ),FtrMsn[i] . AC, Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,8, ) ),FlrMsn[ij. Tgt,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr, 9 ,3 0), FtrMsn[ij. Sorties, Code); 
end; {while} 
Day ,N FtrMsn = i; 
close (FtrMsnfile) , 
writeln C·· Fighter Mission data inpuled'); 
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assign (SEADMsnfile,GamsDir+'SEADMsn'+Dayrtl,'.dat'); 
reset (SEADMsnfile) ; 
i=O 
while not(eof(SEADMsnfile)) do begin 
inc(i), 
rcadln (SEADMsnli le,FiIeStr): 
Va[(Copy(FileStr,2, 1 ),SEADMsn[il . AS,Code), 
Val(Copy(FileStf,5, I ),SEADMsn[ij . AC,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStf,8.1 ),SEADMsn[ij . Tgt,Code); 
Val(Copy(FileStr,9.30),SEADMsn[ij.Sorties,Code); 
end; (while) 
Oay N_SEAD"-lsn = i; 
close (SEADMsnfilc); 
close (DayResu[ts); 
writeln C" SEAD Mission data inputed.'); 
end; {InputData) 
I"';' OutputOata * •• ** •• ** •• * •••••••• ~.*.* .... * •• *.*.* ••••• * •• * •••• **. *** } 
procedure OutputData; 















writeln (Dayfile.Day.T\um+ 1 :3,Day .Critcria Va l· 8:2); 




~tr(Day.NLlm+ 1 ,Dayr.h); 
writeln ('H r.ampaign Day data OUipUled'); 
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{ ... Target 





for i = I to NumTgts do begin 
rcarlln (Updatcfi le, i,Tgt[ij ,ID,Tgt[il. UnitTypc,Tgt[i] .Nodc, Tgt[ij, Grid, 
rgt[il ,GridX, Tgt[ij .GridY,Tgt[ij,Echclon, Tgt[i]. COA); 
writeln (Tg!fi lc,i, Tgt[i]JD4,Tgt[i] UnitType:4,Tf,'1:fil Node4,Tgt [iJ.Grid:4, 
Tgt[i ]. Grid X:6 . ! ,Tf,'1:fil GridY:6 : 1 ,Tgt[i ]. Echclon:2, Tgt[il ,COA6: 1); 
for J := I to NumEquip do begin 
writeln (Tgtfiie,j :4,tgt[ij . toeU ] :4,tgt[i] .CJ\1£[j] :4); 
end; (for j } 
end; (for i} 
close (Tgtfile); 
close (Updalcfile); 
writc1n ('** Target data updated and outputed '); 
{** Course of Action (COA) and Echelon (ECH) output *u.*.uuuuu*.* ••• U} 






for i :== 1 to NumTgts do hegin 
writeln (CONile,' T',i,' ',Tgt[i].COA:S : l); 
writeln (ECHfile,' T', i,' ',Tgt[iJ.EeheJon:S :l ); 











write lrt (BlueABtable,' A 1 A2 A3 A4'); 
for i :'" 1 to Numll lueAB do begin 
write ln (BlueABfile, i,B1ueAB[ iJ_ill: 12,lllueAB[i] ,Grid:4); 
write (ll lueABtable,'B',i); 
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for j ,== I to NumBlueAC do begin 
writeln (BlueABfile,BlueAB[iJ,SquadIDli] :6,BlueABri] TOE[j]:4, 
BlueABfiJCl\'E[jjA ); 
write (BJueA13lablc,BlueAB [ij ,CNEfj)*BlueAC[j,2j:5); 
end; (for j) 
write!n (BlueABtable): 
end; (for i) 
dose (BlueABfile); 
close (BlueABtablc), 
writeln C** B lue Air Uase data outputed '); 
end; {OutputData} 
end. {In_Out} 
D. ATTRITION MODULE 
{ ...................................................................... . 
Module FlyMsn.PAS 
Description Attrites enemy air defenses by SEAD escort package missions, 
atlrites friendly AI sorties by enemy air defenses. attrites 
enemy targets by friendly AI sorties, and outputs results to 
Day Result file 
~*~**********.**"****.*****~.*************.****************.~****.*.***. 
'J 




storctypc == array [1 ,.20J of integer; 






func tion Fact(x : integer):real; 
























SwnMaxSorties := 0; 
SumSorties= 0; 
SumACKilis := 0; 
Str(Day .Num,DayCh); 
. real; 
array [1 .. XumBlueAB,l .. NumBlueACJ of integer; 
array [l .. NumBlueAB, 1 .. NumBlueAC] of integer; 
array p .. NumBlueAB,I.NumBlueAC] of integer; 
array [l .. Numequipj of integer; 
array [1 .. NumBlueAB] of integer; 








{** SEAD Escort Mission Calculations 
....................................... ) 
writeln (DayResults,'''' "'''' ••• "'''''''.''' ",,,, ••• "''''*.''''''.''' "'''' •••• '''''' ....... '''.'''* ****"'.***'); 
writeln (DayResults,' SEAD Mission Results'); 
for i:= 1 to Day.N_SEADMsn do begin 
writeln (DayResults,'MSN# Air Base NC TGT SORTIES '); 
writeln 
(DayResults,i:3,Bluei\B[SEADMsn[i]_AB1_SquadID[SEADMsnli] .AC] :5,Tgt[SEADMsn 
[i].Tgt].ID:15 , 
SEADMsn[iJ.Sorties4); 
if(Tgt[SEADMsnliJTgtJCNE[S] > 0) then begin 
SAMKills = bin(SEADMsn[i].Sorties*2,0_lS); 
if(SAMKills> Tgt[SEADMsn[i].Tgtl .CNE[S]) then begin 
SAMKills := Tgl[SEADMsn[ij.Tgt].CNE[5]; 
\"gt[S£ADMsn[ilTgtj .CNE[5]:= 0; 










if (Tgil SEADMsn[il TgtjCNE[61 > 0) then begin 
SM1Kills= bin(SEADMsn[il_Sortics*2,O,I 0); 
if (SAl\.1Kills > TgtlSEAD:\1sn[ij Tgt] .CNE(6]) then begin 
SA.!VfKills= Tgt[SEADMsn[ilTgtj.Ct'.'E[6L 
rgt[SEADMsn[il TgtJ CNE[6] := 0 
writeln (Dayresults: ',EquipName[6],' killed by SEAD: ',SAl\.1Kills); 
end {if} 
else begin 
Tgt[SEADMsn[iJ,Tgtl _CI\TE[6]:= TgtISEADMsn[iJ Tgtj ,CNE(6J-
SA\1Ki!ls; 




end ; {for i} 
( "" Fighter Escort Output 
,,,,,,,,,., .. ". ". "., .. ., ... ", .. ", .. ,,, .. ''''') 
writcln 
(DayResults,'*~~******~~*".*~*.**~"'.*~K •• *~M*.* •• ***.* •• *K ••• ~ •• **'); 
writeln (Day Results,' Fighter Escort Missions'); 
writeln (Day Results; MSN# Air llasc NC Esc TGT Sorties'); 
for i := I to Day,!\, _FTRMsn do begin 
writcln 
(DayResults,i.3 ,BiueAl3[FTRMsn[i].ABJ_lD,BiueAl3[FT&\1snli] .AB1 _SquadID[FTRMsn[ 
i]AC], 
rgt[FTRMsn[i].Tgt] .ID,FTRMsn[il _SoniesA); 
end, {for i} 
{ *~ AI T\1ission Calculations ···**~~~*·~~~*···~~*~~***~··****···*****·*·'l 
writeln (DayResuJts,'* ~ ••• *. * •• ~ ~ ~. ** •• ** *. **~ •••• ** *. *. *** ••••• ~.*. * ~ * *'); 
writcln (DayRcsults,' AJ Mission Results'); 
for i= 1 to KumBlueAB do begin 
for j .= 1 to NumBlueAC do hegin 
MaxSonies[i j] .= BlueAB(ij ,Ct-.'E[j l • RlucAC[j,2]; 




end; {tor iJ 
for i -= 1 to NumEquip do begin 
EquipKills[i] .= 0; 
end ; {for iJ 
fo r i = 1 to Day,N_AlMsn do beg in 
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writeln (OayRcsults,'MSN# Ale TOT EF ES PSAA PSSA SORTIES 
EQUIP') , 
write 
(DayResults,i .3,BlueAB[AIMsn[i]. AB1 .SquadlD[AIMsn[i] .ACJ: S,TgtlAlMsnfil _Tf,'11 ·ID 
I S); 
if(AIM:sn[i].FTREsc = I) then write (OayResuJts,'YES':4 ) 
else write (DayRcsults,'NO':4); 
if (AlMsn[il ,SEAUEsc = 1) then write (DayRcsults,'Yes'4) 
else write (DayResul ts,'NO':4); 
writeln (DayRcsults,AlMsnrilPSAA:7:4,AIMsn[ij ,PSSA7:4,AL'vtsn[ij .Sorties:4, 
EquipName[AlMsn[il .Equip] : 12); 
Sorties[A[Msn[i].AB,AIMsn[iJ.AC] := Sorties[AlMsn[iJ .AB,AIM:snlil ·ACJ + 
AIMsn[il,Sortics; 
PKill := I - (AIMsn[il-PSAA~AlMsn[ilPSSA); 
ACKilled: '-- Bin(AIMsn[ilSorties,PKill); 
AIMsn [iJ.Sorties: = AIMsn[iJ,Sorties - ACKilled; 
BlucABrATMsn[i]. AB].CNE[AIMsn[i] .ACj := 
BlucAB[AIMsn[i] ,AB),Cr-..'C[AIMsn[iJ.AC] - ACKilled ; 
if(BlueAB[AlMsn[i].ABJ_Ch'C[AIMsn[i].AC] < 0) then 
BlueAB[AIMsn[iJ .AB]. CNE[AlMsn[i] .AC] :'" 0; 
EquipKil1cd :'" bin(AIMsn[ij.Sorties,PKASDlAIMsn[ij .AC,AIMsn[ij .Equip)); 
if (EquipKillcd > Tgt[AIMsn[ij.Tgt] .CNE[AIMsn[iJ.Equip]) then 
EquipKilled := Tgt[AIMsn[i]TgtJ_CNE[AIMsn[iJ _EquipJ; 
Tgt[AlMsnpj .Tf,'1j .O'm[AIMsn[i j.Equipj:'" 
Tgt[AlMsn[i].Tf,'1j.O·m[AIMsn[iJ.Equipj - EquipKilled; 
writeln (DayResults,' PK of Enemy AD: ',PKiIl :8: 4); 
writeln (DayResu!ts,' PK for ',Equip\'amc[ AIMsn[i].Equipj,' 
PKASD[AfMsn[iJ. AC,AIMsn[iJ .EquipJ:6:4); 
write!n (DayResults,' ** NC killed by EAD: ',ACKilled); 
writeln (DayResu!ts,' *'" ',EquipName[AIMsn[ij _Equip], 
, dest royed: ',EquipKilled); 
writeln (DayResults,'** * * *** * * *** * * *** *** * * *** * * ** * * * ** **** *****'); 
ACKills[ATMsn[i].AB,AIMsn[iJ-AC]:'" ACKills[AIMsn[iJAB,AIMsn[iJ AC]-'-
ACKiIled; 
EquipKills[AJMsn[i] .Equipj = EquipKills[AIMsn[ij _Equipj + EquipKilled; 
end; {for iJ 
{n Output to Day Results 
................................................. } 
writeln (DayResults, '. * **** * *** * * *** ***** ***** **** * ** ** ** ** *** *****-* ~ ~'); 
writeln (DayResults,' Summary Statist ics'); 
write!n (DayResults,'************u*****.*************************.****'); 
writeln (DayResults,' Sorties Available'); 
writeln (DayResuhs,' A-6 F- IS F-18 F-I I7'); 
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for i .~ I to NumBlueAB do begin 
write (OayResults,BlucAB [iJ _ID1; 
for j :'" I [0 NumBlueAC do begin 
if(\1axSonies[i,J J > 0) then 
write (DayResults,(\faxSorties[i,j]) 7) 
else write (DayRcsults: N/A' 7), 
end, {for ij 
writeln (Davresults); 
end; {for i} ~ 
writeln (DayRcsults,' Total Sorties Avai lable ',Suml\.1axSonies:5); 
writeln (DayResults,' Sorties Used'); 
writcln (DayResu[ts,' 1\-6 f-\5 1'-18 F-I I7'); 
for i = I \0 NumBlueAB do begin 
write (DayResults,BlueAB [iJ.ID); 
for j = I to NumBlueAC do begin 
if(Sortiesri ,jl > 0) then 
write (UayRcsults,(Sonics[ ij]) :7) 
else write (DayResults,'N/A'-7); 
SumSortics= Sum Sort ies + Sonies[i,jl ; 
end, {for ij 
writdn (Dayresults); 
end; {for i) 
writeln (DayResults,' Total Sorties U~d· ',SumSorties:5); 
writcln (DayResults: % Utilization' ); 
writcln (DayResu]ts,' .'\-6 F-15 F- 18 F- l l7'); 
for i := 1 to NumBlueAB do begin 
write (DayResults,BJueAB[iJ_lD); 
for j= 1 to NumBlueAC do begin 
if(MaxSonics[i,jl > 0) then 
write (DayResults,(Sonies[i,j lfMaxSo rt ies[i ,j j'" I 00):7:0) 
else write (DayResulls,'N/A':7); 
end; {for j) 
writeln (DayRcsults); 
end; {for i) 
\NTiteln (DayResults,' % Averagc Utilization ',(SumSort ics/SumMaxSonies)* 100:6: 1); 
wTiteln (DayResults,' Attrition') ; 
writeln (DayResults,' 1\-6 F-15 F-l 8 F-I 1T); 
for i= 1 to NumB lueAD do begin 
write (OayResults,RlueAB[il _lD) ; 
for j 1 to NumBlueAC do begin 
if(Sonies[i,jJ > 0) then 
write (DayResults,(ACKiJi sri,jl): 7) 
else write (DayResults,'N/A' ,7); 
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SumACKllls := SumACKilis + ACKilis[i.j]; 
end; {for j} 
writeln (DayResults); 
end, {for i} 
writc1n (DayRt:sults,' Total Attrition ',SumACKillsJ); 
writeln (DayResuhs,' % Attrition'); 
writdn (DayResuits,' A-6 F-15 F-18 F-ll7'); 
for i := I to NumBlueAB do begin 
write (DayResults,BlueAB[i].lD); 
for j := I to NumBlueAC do begin 
if(Sortieslij] > 0) then 
write (DayResults,(ACKills[i,jj/Sorti.:s[ijj* I 00):7:0) 
else writt: (DayResults,'N/A'"7); 
end; {for j} 
writeln (Dayn:sults); 
end; {for i} 
if(SumSorties > 0) then 
writeln (DayResults,' % Average Attrition: ',(SumACKlUslSumSorties)*100:6: 1); 
writeln (DayResuits,' TOE Equipment'), 
write (DayResults,' '); 
for i := I to NumEquip do begin 
write (DayRcsultsj :4); 
end; {for i l 
writeln (DayResults); 
for i := 1 to NumTgts do begin 
write (DayResults,Tgt[i] .ID); 
for j := I to NumEquip do begin 
if(Tgt[iJTOElil > 0) then 
write (DayResuits,Tgt[ij ,TOEfj): 4) 
else 
write (DayResults,' '); 
end; {for j} 
writeln (DayResults); 
end; {for i} 
writcln (DayResults,' Current Equipmcnt'); 
write (DayRcsuhs,' '); 
for i := I to NumEquip do begin 
write (DayResults,i4); 
end; {for i} 
wri teln (DayResults); 
for i= 1 to NumTgts do begin 
write (DayResults,Tgt[i].ID); 
for j := 1 10 NumEquip do begin 
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fimctionfact: 
vaT Product: real; 
begin 
Product:= I: 
ifx> o then 
for j= I to x do begin 
Product := Product * i; 
function Bin. 




x '=- - I; 
R= Random; 
BinP -= 0,0; 
CumP= 0.0 ; 
if P > a then begin 
repeat 
inc(x); 
BinP := (Fact(n)l(Fact(x)*hct(n-x»?cxp(x*ln(p))*exp«n-x)*ln( l -p»; 
CumP= CumP "'" BinP; 
until (R <= CumP) or (x = n); 
end {if} 
else x := 0; 
Bin :""' x; 
end; {Bin) 
end, {F\yMsn) 
E. TARGET STRENGTH AND PHASE ACTIVATION MODULE 
( ...................................................................... . 
Module Strcngth.PAS 
Description: Computcs the strength of all targets for strength categories 






procedure ComputeStrengths(var Day 
var Phase 
varTgt 





















strength, and equipment combonationsj 
for k= 1 to NllmF.qllip do begin 
ETS:= ETS I TgtrHTOE[kj*Eqllip[k,sj; 
ECS= ECS Tgtli].CNE[k]*Eqllip[k,s]; 
if(Phase[i].ActiveStrength[s]= I) and (Tgtli].TOE[k]*EqlliP[k,s) :> 0.0) 
then Phasc[ilActivct:qllip[kJ := I; 
end; {fork} 
Tgt[j]TS[s] := (I - Tgt[j].COA) ~ Tgt[j) Echelon * ETS; 
TgtrjlCS[~l := (J + Tgt[jlCOA) * Tgt[j].t:chclon '" ECS; 
Tb'1:[j)DS[s) Tgt[j].TS[s) '" Phase[i).DL[Tb'1:[j).UrritTypc,sj; 
Tgt[j)DRS[s):-" Tgt[j).CS[s) - Tgt[j].DS[s); 
if(TgtUJ·DRS[sJ < 0.0) then TgtUJDRSlsJ- 00; 
end; (if} 
end; (for j) 
end; {for 5) 
end; {for i} 
for i := I to NllmPhases do hegin 











write (DRSflie,' '); 
write (ESYfile,' '); 
for s ''=' 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
if(PHase[i),ActiveStrength(s) =" \) then begin 
write (DRSfi le,' S', s); 
write (ESYfile, . S',s); 
end; (if) 
end; {for s} 
writdn (DRSfile); 
write1n (ESYfile); 
write (ECNfi le,' '); 
write (PKfile, "); 
for k:= \ to NumEquip do begin 
if(Phase[i]. ActiveEquip[k) = 1) then 
if(k < 10) then begin 
write (ECNfile,' E'+'O',k); 
write (PKBle, ' E'+'O',k); 
end {if) 
else begin 
write (ECNfile,' E',k); 
write (PKftle,' E',k); 
end; {else} 
end ; {for k} 
writeln (ECNfile); 
write!n (PKfile); 
for j '= \ to NumTgts do begin 
write (DRSfiie, 'P' ,j); 
write (ECNfile,' P',j); 
for s := I to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[i].ActiveStrengthlsj= l) then write (DRSfiie, Tgtfj) ,DRS(sj :S: 1); 
end; {for s} 
writeln (DRSfile); 
for k := ! to NumEquip do begin 
if (Phase[ij ActiveEquip[k]= l ) then write (ECNfile, Tgt[j].CNE[k]."8); 
end; {for k} 
writeln (ECNfile); 
end; {for j} 
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close (DRS file) ; 
close (ECNlile), 
for j :'"'l to Num81ueAC do begin 
write (PKflle,'A',j); 
for k= I to NumEquip do begin 
if(Phase[ij ,ActiveEquip[k]=l) thcn write (PKfile,PKASD[j.k] :8-4); 
end, {for k} 
writeln (PKfile); 
end; {for j ) 
close (PKiile); 
for k:= 1 to NumEquip do begin 
if (Phase[i],ActivcEquip[k j= 1) then begin 
if(k < 10) then write (ESVfile,'E'+'O',k) 
elsc writc (ESVfile,'E', k); 
for s=] to NumStrengths do begin 
if (Phase[i] ActiveStrcngth[ s J= I) then write (ESVfile,Equip[k,s ]:8 : I ); 
end; {for s} 
writeln (ESVfi le); 
end; {if} 
end; {for k} 
close (ESVfile); 
end; {for i} 
writeln ('" Target strengths computed and files created ,'); 
end; {ComputeStrengths} 
{ . ~ Procedure PhaseTransition 
** •• * •••••••••• •• •• • ** •• **** •••• ** •• ** •••••• **j 
procedure PhaseTransi tion; 
begin 
i,j,k,s,n integer; 
ActivatePhase : Boolean; 
DayCh string; 
DayResults text ; 
for i := 1 to NumPhascs do begin 
for s .- 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
Phase[i].TS[s] = 0,0; 
Phase[iJ.DS[s] = 00; 
Phase[iJ CS[sJ = 0 0; 
Phase[i]DRS[s] = 0,0, 
end; {for s} 
end, {for i) 
for i := 1 to NumPhases do begin 
for s= 1 to NumStrenb'1hs do begin 
if(Phase[i].ActiveStrength[s] = 1) then bcgin 
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for i :"" I to NumTgts do begin 
Phase[i].DRS[s] :"" Phase[i].DRS[sJ + Tgt[jJ.DRS[s]; 
Phase[iJ.TS [s] = Phase[i]TS[s] + Tgt[ilTS[s); 
Phase[i).DS[s] = Phase[i]. DS[s) + Tgt[j].DS[s); 
Phase[i). CS[s] = Phase[i).CS[sJ + TgtO] .CS[s] ; 
end ; {fofJ} 
end. {i f) 
end, {Iors} 





for i = 1 10 NumPhases do begin 
ActivatePhase .= True; 
if(Phase[i). Active = I) then begin 
fo r s :-= I to NumSlrengths do begin 
if(Phase[iJ. ActiveStrength[sJ = J) then begin 
if « Phasefil TS[ s] > Phase[i].DSI s J) and 
(Phase[il.DRS[s] I 
(Phase[i].TS[s] - Phase[i] .DS[s]) > Day.CriteriaVal)) then 
ActivatePhase = false, 
end; {if} 
end; {fors} 
if(ActivatePhase) then begin 
Phase[i+ 1] .Active := I ; 
writeln ('** Phase ',i+ I,' has been activated' ); 
writeln (' Criteria Value: ·,Day.CriteriaValA); 
writeln (DayRcsuhs,'** Phase ',i+ l,' has been activated.'); 




writeln(DayResults,'············· .. •••••••••••••••• •••••••• '); 
writeln (DayResults,' Strength Statistics'); 
writeln(DayResuhs,'· ···· ··· ·"·· ···· ·· · ·· ··· ····· · · ,,,,· ·· •• '), 
for i := I to NumPhases do begin 
writeln (DayResults,' Phase '.I,' Strengths'); 
writeln (DayResults,' TS strengths'); 
for s := 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[i].ActiveStrength[s] ;; I) thcn 




for j -= I to NumTgts do begin 
write (DayResult s, Tgtfj] ,lD : 12); 
for s := I to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[ij.ActiveStrength[s] == 1) then begin 
if(TgtulTS[s] > 0,0) then 
write (DayResults,Tgt[jl_TSlsj :7: 1) 
else write (DayResults,'--':7); 
cnd; {if} 
end, (for s) 
wTileln (DayResuils); 
end; {for j} 
write (Dayresults,' Total '); 
for s ''''- I to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phasc[ij.ActivcStrength[s] == I) then 
write (DayRcsults, Phase[il_TS[s] :7 : I); 
end; {for s} 
write ln (DayResults); 
writeln (DayRcsults,' DS strengths'); 
for s := 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
if(PhaseliJ ActiveStrengtb[sl = !) then 
write (DayResults,StrengthName[s ] :7); 
end; {for s} 
writeln (DayResults); 
for j := I to NumTgts do begin 
write (DayResuits,Tgt[j1,ID: 12); 
for ~ := I to NumStrengths do begin 
if (Phase[i].ActiveStrength[s] = I) then begin 
if(Tgt [j].DS[s] > 0.0) then 
write (OayResults,Tgt[j] _DS[s]:7: I ) 
else write (OayResults,'--'7). 
end; {if} 
end; {for s} 
writeln (DayResulls); 
end ; {for j } 
write (Dayresults: Total '); 
for s '= 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[i] AetiveStrength(sJ = I) then 
write (DayResults, Phase[i] .DS[s] .7: I); 
end; {for s} 
writeln (DayResults); 
writeln (DayResults,' CS strengths'); 
for s :=c I \0 NumStrengths do begin 
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if(Phasc[i].ActiveStrcngth[s] = I) then 
write (DayResults,StrengthName[sl:7); 
end; {for s) 
writeln (DayResults); 
for j = 1 to NumTb>1S do begin 
write (DayResults,Tgt[jl_lD:12); 
for s= I to KumStrengths do begin 
if (Phase[ij ,ActiveStrength[s] = \) then begin 
if(TgtUlDS[s] > 0,0) then 
write (OayRcsults,Tgt[j],CS[s]:7:1) 
else write (DayResults,'--':7); 
end; {if} 
end, {for 5} 
writeln (DayRcsults), 
end; {for jj 
write (Dayresults,' Total '); 
for s := 1 to KumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[i].ActiveStrength[s] = \) then 
write (DayResults, Phase[i].C S[s]:7: I); 
end; {for s} 
writeln (DayRcsults); 
writeln (DayRcsults,' DRS strengths'); 
for s := 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[il.ActiveStrengthLsl = 1) then 
write (DayRcsuits,StrengthName[s):7): 
end; {for 5} 
writeln (DayRe5ults); 
for j :'" I to NumTgts do begin 
write (DayResults,TgtU],ID:12); 
for s :'" 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[il_AetiveSt rength[s] = I) then begin 
if(TgtUj_DRS[s] > 0.0) then 
write (DayResults,TgtUj.DRS[sj :7: \) 
else write (DayResults,'--':7); 
end : {if} 
end; {for s} 
writeln (DayResults): 
end; {for j} 
write (Dayresults,' Total '); 
for s := 1 to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[ij_ActiveStrength[sJ = \) then 
write (DayResults, Phase[ij .DRS[s] :7: 1); 
end; {for s} 
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writeln(DayResults), 
writeln (DayResuits,' % of strength left to destroy') ; 
for s := I \0 NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[iJ .ActiveStrength[sl '"' l)then 
write (DayRcsults,StrengthName[s): 7); 
end; {fors} 
writeln (DayResults); 
for j '= I to NumTgts do begin 
write (DayResults,TgtUl.ID . 12); 
for s ,= I to NumStrenglhs do begin 
if(Phase[iJ .ActiveStrength[s] == \) then begin 
if(Tg\U].TS[s] > 0 0) then 
if(Tgl[j] CS[s] > Tg\[j]. DS[s]) then 
write (DayResuits,(Tgt[j] DRS[sj / 
(Tgl[j).TS[s] - Tg\[j]. DS[s»)* ]00-7: \) 
,I", 
writc(DayResults,'O'7) 




end; (for j } 
wrilc(Dayresults: Ave. % '); 
for s := I to NumStrengths do begin 
if(Phase[i].AcliveStrength[s] = J) then begin 
if(phase{i].TS{s] > Phase[i].DS{s)) then 








end , {for i} 
ciose(DayResults), 
end; {Phasetransitionj 
end (unit Strengths) 
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F. ENEMY AIR DEFENSE GENERATION MODULE 
{ ...................................................................... . 
Module BuildEAD.PAS 
Description: Module huilds enemy air defense network based un current 
number ofsurface-lo-air and air-la-air systems. Also 
creates PSAA and PSSA fi les for air allocation program 




uscs Data,ln_Out,PKTooll ,PKTooI2,MRoutool; 
Procedure BuildEAD (vaT Day: Daytype;var Air_Grid: Grid_Value; 
























writeln (PSSAlile,' ESO ESI '); 
write!n (PSAAflle,' EFO EF1'); 
write (RANGEfilc,' '); 
for i = I to NumTgts do begin 
write (RANGEfilc,' T,i); 
end, {for i} 
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writdn (RANGEfile): 
writeln ('''* Building Enemy Air Defense data'); 
for I := 1 to NumLIlm:A13 do begin 
for m= 1 to NunilllueAC do begin 
if(BlueABrllCNErml > 0) then begin 
Initial state (DaY,PKA .. A.,JotArea), 
Initial-state (Day,PK,TotArea); 
for i I to -:\umTgts do begin 
Inside_or _ not(Day,inside,numix:r, T gtLi].GridX, TgtL i]. GridY); 
for j= I to NumEquip do begin 
if (j = 4) then begin 
for k:= 1 to Tgtli]CNE[jj do begin 
Initial_State (Day,PK,store); 
{Al\PK information) 
Range = PKAADLlj 
PKill:- PKAAD[l+mj 
Caculation of PK and difficulty level 
(nay,in~idc,totally _inside, Tgtl iJ,U-ridX, ·lgtril·GridY, 
Range,PKill,dclla,numbcr,air _grid,PK,store); 
Area_calculation _ oC special_case 
(Day, inside, totally jnside,air _grid, number, T gt[i] . GridX, 
T gt[i]. Grid Y ,Range,PKill,deita,PK, Store); 
Kecp(Day,PKAA,TotArca,PK,Store); 
write C.'); 
end; {for k) 
end; {if) 
end; {for j} 
end; {for i) 
Initial_state (Day,PKSA, TotArea); 
for i= I to NumTgts do hegin 
Inside Of not(Day,inside,numhcr,Tgtri],GridX,Tgt[ij.GridY); 
for j I to "\umEquip do begin 
if{j = 5) or (j = 6) then begin 
for k:- 1 to TgtfilCNE[j] do begin 
{SM1 PK information} 
Initial_state (Day,PK,store); 





Range:= PKSAD[2, I]; 
PKill := PKSAD[2, l+m]; 
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end, {else} 
Caculation _ oCPK _and_difficulty Jevel 
(Day,inside,totally jnside,Tgt[il GridX, T gt[i] . GridY, 
Range,PKill,delta, number, air -.8rid,PK,store); 
Area_calculation _ oC special_case 
(Oay,inside,totally inside,air grid,number,Tgt[il·GridX, 
Tgtfi] ,GridY,Range,PKiIJ,ddta,PK,Store); 
Keep(Day ,PKSA, T oti\rea,PK, S tore); 
write (' .'); 
end; {for k} 
end; {if} 
end; {for j } 
end; {for i} 
Networklnput (g); 
Search]art (g,BlueABlIJ .Grid,PKSA,PKAA); 
write (RANGEfile,'B',l,'A',m,' '); 
for i := I to NumTgts do begin 
writeln (PSSAiilc,'B',I,' ,A',m,'.T',i,' , 
,(l -g[TgtPl.Grid] .PKSA) 84,' 
,( 1-0,25 "g[T gt[i] GridlPKSA):84); 
writeln (PSAAfile,'B',I,' .A',m,',T',i,' , 
,(1-g[Tgt[i].GridJ .PKAA):84,' 
,(1-0.25·g[Tgt[i].Grid].PKAA):84); 
if(glTgt[ i] .Grid] .RouteDis·GridWidth <= BlueAC[m, I)) then 
write (RANGEfile,' I ') 
else write (RANGEfile,' '); 









writeln (PKEADfile,'Tgt Grid PSSA PSAA DIST Route'); 
fo r i= I to NumTgts do begin 
write (PKEADfile,i, Tgt[i]. Grid:7 ,(I -g[Tgt[i]. Grid].PKSA) 74, 
(l-g[Tgt[il.Gridl .PKAA)-7:4, 
(g[Tgt[ij,Grid],RouteDis*GridWidth):8:1,' '); 
n:= Tgt[ij. Grid; 
if (Tgt[ilGrid <> BlueABll].Grid) then 





APPENDIX C. SAMPLE SORTIE ALLOCATION MIP OUTPUT 
rile following is a sample output listing oCtile sonie allocation.MIP output. This 
output was for the first day and first phase of the example campaign Line~ 283 through 
286 of the output give the number of AI. fighter, and SEAD sorties allocated 
GAMS 225060 386/486 DOS 09/10/95 1449:20 PAGE 
NAME = JEFFREY P HAMMA .. N 
THESIS AIR ALLOCATION PROGRAM 
3 • .... -GAMS AND DOLLAR CON TROL OPTIONS---.... -.... --.... -.... -............ .. 
, 
6 OPTIONS 
7 LlMCOL = 0, LlMROW = 0, SOLPRINT = OFl', DECD.IALS '" 2 
8 RI::SLlM = 550, ITERLLM= 5000, OPTCR = 0.1, SEED =3141 ; 
9 *-........ _ .. 
10 










A aircraft types 
B air bascill 
P target ill 
S strength c<ltegory 
E equipmenltypes 
EF escon fighter 
ES escort SEAl) 
/ Al * A4 I 
I Bl * A2 / 
I PI * P8 I 
I S1,53,S5,56 / 
I E03,E04,E05,E06,E07,E08 I 
IEFO,EF I I 
/ ESO,ESI I 
21 SCALAR W Maximum attrit ion fraction 10 .1 5/; 
22 
23 TABLE PK(A,E) Probability of kill kill of equipment type E by aircraft: type A 
INCLUDE D:\THESIS\DATA\PK1.DAT 
25 £03 E04 E05 E06 E07 E08 
26 Al 04410 0.4410 0,3780 0.2250 0.3150 0.3 150 
27 A2 04730 0.4730 0.4050 0.2250 0.3380 0.3380 
28 A3 04320 0.4320 0.4320 02430 0.3240 0.3600 
29 A4 0.4730 0.4730 0.4050 0.1 130 0.3380 03380 
30 , 
31 
32 TABLE DRS(P,S) POIential target desired reduction in strength 
INCLUD E D:\THESIS\DATA\DRSll .UAT 
34 SI S3 S5 S6 
35 PI 351.0 37.8 10 ,5 192 
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36 P2 00 54,0 10.5 0 .0 
37 P3 0.0 54,0 10.5 0.0 
38 P4 0.0 270 5.) 00 
39 PS 0.0 27 ,0 5.3 00 
40 P6 00 270 15.8 0.0 
41 P7 00 27.0 15 ,8 0.0 
42 P8 0.0 18,9 0.0 00 
43 
44 
45 TABLE ECN(P,E) Potential target current number ofcquipmenl 
INCLUDE D:\THESIS\DATA\ECNlI.DAT 
47 EOJ E04 £05 E06 E07 E08 










58 TABLE ESV(E,S) Equipment strength value 
INCLUDE D :\THESIS\lJATA\ESVL DAT 
60 SI S3 SS S6 
61 EO) 2.0 00 0.0 0.0 
62 £04 11.0 00 0.0 0.0 
63 E05 0.0 7.0 0.0 00 
64 E06 0.0 5.0 0.0 00 
65 E07 00 0.0 2.5 0.0 
66 E08 0.0 00 0.0 2.0 
67 
68 
69 TABLE RANGE(B,A,P) in range matrix for potential targets and aircraft types 
INCLUDE D:\THESIS\DATA\RANGEI.DAT 
71 PI P2 P3 P4 PS P6 P7 PB 
72 B] ,A2 I I 1 1 I 
73 Bl ,A4 I I 1 1 
74 B2 .A! 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 




78 TABLE MAXSORTIES(B.A) Maximum sorties available by air base and aircraft 
type 
INCLUDE D'\THESIS\DATA\AB11,DAT 
80 A I A2 A3 A4 
81 HI 0 120 0 40 
82 B2 60 0 120 0 
83 : 
84 
85 TABLE PSAA(A,A,P,EF) Probahil ity ofsueeessfully flying from air base to 
potential target due to enemy air-to-air defenses for ai rcraft type with or without escort 
fighter package 
IN<.:LUDE D:\TI-lESIS\DATA\PSAA1.DAT 
87 EFO EFI 
88 B IAl PI 01506 07877 
89 B I.A2, P2 0,1506 07876 
90 B 1 ,A2,P3 0.0959 0.7740 
91 Bl,A2.P4 0. 1107 0.7777 
92 B I.Al.P5 0.0506 0,7626 
93 BLA2.P6 0.0744 0.7686 
94 B1 A2.P7 0.0102 0.7 526 
95 ULA2.P8 0.0257 0.7564 
96 A1.A4.P l 0.9778 0.9944 
97 81 A4.P2 0.9778 0,9944 
98 B I.A4.P3 0.9725 0,993 1 
99 I3l A4.P4 0,9728 0.9932 
100 81.A4 P5 09652 09913 
101 Bl.A4,P6 0,9682 0.9921 
102 U1.A4,P7 0,9633 09908 
103 B1.A4 ,Pf! 09655 0.9914 
]04 A2.A1.Pl 0.0169 0.7542 
105 B2,A 1P2 0.0]27 0,7532 
10682.A1P3 0.1156 0.7789 
107 B2 A1P4 0,0068 0.75 17 
108 B2.A1P5 0.2157 0.8039 
109 B2ALP6 0.0 11 3 0.7528 
110 B2.AIP7 0.2281 0.8 070 
111 B2.A LP8 00726 0.7681 
112 B2 ,A3, P] 0.1341 0.7835 
113 B2A3P2 0.]]62 0.7791 
114 B2A3P3 0.3452 0.8363 
115 ll2 ,!\3 ,P4 0.0855 0.7714 
116 B2.A3 .P5 0.4695 0.8674 
117 B2,A3,P6 0,1090 0,7773 
95 
! 18 BZ.A) .P? 0.4824 0.8706 
J 19 ilZ.AJ.P8 0.2737 0.8184 
120 , 
121 
122 TABLE P SSA(B,A, P,ES) Probability of successfully flying from air base to 
potential target due to enemy surface-to-air defenses for aircraft type with or without 
escon SEAD package 
INCLUDE D :\THESIS\DAT A\PSSA J.OAI 
124 ESO E51 
125 BI .AZ,P] 03769 0.8442 
126 BI.A2,P2 0.5269 088 17 
127 BIA2.P] 0.3475 0,8369 
128 Bl.A2.P4 0.7456 0.9364 
129 Bl.A2.P5 0.2467 0.8\\7 
130 BI.A2.P6 0.8466 0.9616 
131 BLAl.P7 0.6071 0 .9018 
132 B LAl.P8 0.565] 0.8913 
133 BI.A4.Pl 0,9907 0.9977 
134 BI.A4.P2 0.9939 0.9985 
135 Bl.A4.P3 0.9898 0.9974 
136 BLA4.P4 0.9925 0.9981 
137 BI,A4.P S 0,9866 0.9966 
138 Bl.A4.P6 0.9938 0.9984 
139 B1. A4.P7 09838 0.9960 
140 Bl.A4.P8 0.9866 0.9966 
\4\ HZ ,Al.PI 0.1949 0.7987 
\42 B2 ,A LP2 0. 1720 0.7930 
143 B2.ALP3 0.5515 0.8879 
144 B2.ALP4 0.4221 0.8555 
145 B2.A l.PS 0.6903 0.9226 
146 B2.ALP6 0 ,6575 0.9144 
147 B2A l.P7 0.8097 0.9524 
148 B2,A LP8 0,60 11 09003 
149 B2 .A3.P I 0.2747 0.8187 
I SO B2.A3.P2 0.2486 0.8121 
151 B2,A3.?3 0.6247 0,9062 
152 B2.A3 P4 05046 0.8761 
153 B2.A3 .P5 0.7456 0.9364 
154 B2,A3P6 0.7172 0,9293 
155 B2.A3 P7 0.8466 0.9616 




159 PARAMETER COA(P) Course of action probabilities for potential targets 
INCLUDE O \THESIS\DATA\COAI .DAT 
161 / PI 06 
162 P2 04 
163 P3 06 
164 P4 OA 
165 P5 06 
166 P6 OA 
167 P7 0.6 




172 PARAMETER ECHELON(P) Echelon weights for potential targets 
INCLUDE D:\THESIS\DAT A\ECH I. DAT 
174 1 PlI.O 
175 P2 1.0 
176 P3 1.0 
177 P4 1.0 
178 P5 1.0 
179 P6 1.0 
180 P7 1.0 




185 PARA.\1ETER MAXSEAD(B) Maximum number ofSEAD packages available 
from each air base 
INCLUDE D:\THESIS\DATA\MAXSEAII,DAT 
187 /Rl 12 
188 B2 121 
189 ; 
190 
191 PARAMETER MAXFIGHT(B) Maximum number of fighter packages avai lable 
from each air base. 
INCLUDE D: \THES1S\DATA\.~TRII.DAT 
193 fBI 20 







200 VAL Objective value 
201 TSD(P,S) Total target strength value destroyed 
202 SQRTIES(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES) Number of sorties allocated to potential target P, 
attacking equipment E, with or without escort 
figbterlSEAD packages 
203 EA(R,A,P,S,E,EF,ES) Expected attrition of flight group flying to potential 
target P 
204 SEAO(B,A,P) Number of escort SEAD packages assigned to 
escort aircraft A flying to potential target P 
205 FIGHT(B,A,P) Number of esc or! fighter packages assigned to 
escort aircraft A flying to potential target P 
206 
207 POSITIVE VARIABLE SORTIES; 
20B POSITIVE V ARlABLE TSD,EA; 
209 fNTEGER V ARlABLE FlGHT,SEAD; 
210 SOlGIES.UP(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES) "= MAXSORTIES(8,A); 
211 SORTIES .LO(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES) - 0; 
212 FIGHT.LO(B,A,P) = 0; 
213 FIGHLUP(8,A,P) = MAXFIGHT(B); 
214 FIGHT,LO(B,A,P) = 0; 
215 SEAD,UP(B,A,P) =MAXSEAD(B); 
216 
2 17 EQUATIONS 
2 18 VALLIE 
2 \ 9 EATT(B,A,P) 
220 TSDEQ(P,S) 
221 MAXSORTC(B,A) 










Strength category value destroycd 
Available aircraft by type 
Destroy no more than whats there 
Destroy no more than whats therc 
Expected attrition 
Available SEAD packages 
Available fighter packages 
rotal escort SEAD packages 
rotal escort fighter packages: 





235 TSDEQ(P,S) .. 







241 SOM«P,S,E,EF,ES),SORTlES(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES» =L= MAXSORTlES(B,A); 
242 
243 TSDVALC(P,S) 




248 *PK(A,E»"'L - ECN(P,E); 
249 
250 EAEQ(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES) 












261 SUM«A,P),SEAD(B,AP» =L= MAXSEAD(B)~ 
262 
263 MAXFIGHTEQ(B) 
264 SUM«A,P),FIGHT(B,A,P» =L= MAXFrGHT(B)~ 
265 
266 
267 MonEL ALLoe IALU; 
268 SOLVE ALLoe USrNG MlP MAXIMlZrNG VAL; 
269 
270 PARAMETER MISSIONS (*,*,*,*,*,*); 
271 ~nSSJONS(B,A,P ,E,EF,ES) = SUM(S,SORTIES L(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES)); 
272 PARAMETER MISSIONEA (*,*,*,*,*,*); 
273 f\.'1ISSIONEA(B,A,P,E ,EF,ES) = SlJM(S,EAL(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES); 
274 PARAMETER SORTIESUSE (*, *), 




277 SORTIEAV AL(S,A) = MAXSORTIES(B,A) 
SUM«P,S,E,EF,ES),SORTTES.L(B,A,P,S,E,EF,ES»: 
278 PARAMETER FIGHTAVAIL (*); 
279 FIGHT AVAll.,(B) = MAXFIGHT(B) - SUM«A,P),FIGHTL(B,A,P»; 
280 PARAl\1ETER SEADAV AIL (*); 
281 SEADAV AIL(E) '" MAXSEAD(B) - SUM«A,P),SEAD,L(B,A,P»; 
282 
283 OPTTON MlSS[ONS:O :O: l; DrSPLAYMlSSIONS; 
2M OPTION FIGHT:OO: l ; D]SPLA Y FTGHT.L; 
285 OPTION SEAD:O:O: I; DTSPLA Y SEAD,L; 
286 OPTION SQRTIEAV AL:O:O: I DlSPLA Y SORf[£AV AL; 
287 OPTlONFIGHTAVAIL:O:Ol DISPLAY FlGHTAVAIL; 
288 OPTION SEADAV AIL:O:O : I DISPLAY SEADAV AIL; 
289 OPTION MlSSIONEA:O:O: I DlSPLA Y MISSJO}':'EA; 
290 DISPLAY SORTIESUSE; 
29 1 OPTION EA 1:0:1; DISPLAY £A,L; 
292 DISPLAY TDRS,TSDL; 
GAMS 2.25 .060 386/486 DOS 09110/95 14:4920 PAGE 
NA!l.1E '" JEFFREY P HAMMAN 
Include file Summary 
GLOBAL TYPE LOCAL HLE NA.c\IIE 



















D:\TIlESISIDATA\TECNI I .oAT 
D:\THESISIDAT A\ESV\, OAT 




D :\THESI S\DAT A\COA I , DAT 
I731NCLUDE 60 D :\THESIS\DATA\ECH1.DAT 
186 INCLUDE 64 ,D:\THESlSIDATA\MAXSEAl LDAT 
192 INCLUDE 68 D:\THESIS\DATA\MAXFTRlI.DAT 
COMPILATION TIME = 2, 140 SECO~l)S VERID MW2-00-060 
GAMS 2,25, 060 386/486 DOS 09110/95 14:49:20 PAGE 
NAME == JEFFREY p, HAMMAN 
Model Statistics SOLVE ALLOC USING MIl' FRO\1 LfNE 268 
MODEL STATISTICS 
BLOCKS OF EQUATIONS II SINGLE EQUATIONS 6461 
BLOCKS Of V ARlABLES 6 SINGLE VAlUABLES 12449 
NON ZERO. ELEMENTS 5 1665 DISCRETE VARIABLES )200 
GENERATION Tl1vlli 26,250 SECONDS 
100 
EXECUTION TIME 27,130 SECOi'U)S VERID MW2· 00-060 
GAMS 2.25060 386/486 DOS 09110/95 14:49:20 PAGE 
NAME = JEFFREY P HAMi'v1AN 
Solution Rt!port SOLVE ALLOC USING M1P FROM UNE 268 
SOLVE SUMMARY 
MODEL ALLOC OBJECTIVE VAL 
TYPE MIP DLRECTION MAXIMIZE 
SOLVER XA FROM LINE 268 
**** SOLVER STATUS 1 NORMAL COMPLETION 
**** MODEL STATUS 8 INTEGER SOLlITION 
**** OBJECTIVE VALUE 330,3657 
RESOURCE USAGE, LL\1IT 15,000 550,000 
ITERATION COUNT, LIMn 127 5000 
* XA Linear & Generalized Integer Program 
* Copyright 1991, 1992, 1993 by Sunset Software Technology 
* All Rights Reserved Worldwide 
* Phone 818-44 1- 1565 FAX 818-441- 1567 
;""ote 2, The stopping tolerance is satisfied, 
but tht! solution may not be optimal 
No btltttlr solution than 330.36565 
Absolute Relative 
Actual distance 0.00000 0,00000 
Tolerances COPTCA) 0,00000 (OPTeR) 0,10000 
*.* End ofXA Messages *******************.******.**** 
**** REPORT SUNIJ\1ARY 0 NONOPT 
o INFEASlliLE 
o UNBO(JN'DED 
GAMS 2.25060 386/486 DOS 
NAME = JEFFREY P ~
Execution 
---- 283 PARAMETER MISSIONS 
Hl.A4PLE04EFLES140 
09/10/95 J4:49:20 PAGE 
---- 284 VARIABLE FIGHT.L Escort Fighter package 
HI ,A4,P I7 
---- 285 VARIABLE SEAD.L Escon SEAD package 
B l A4,PI7 
286 PARAMETER SORTIEAVAL 
H lA2 120 
D2,AI 60 
B2 ,A3 120 




---- 288 PARAMETER SEADAVAIL 
B1 5 
B2 [2 
289 PlutAMETER MISSIONEA 
Bl,A4 ,P 1 E04EF1ES I 3.154R48E-l 
290 PAR.A.I\1ETER SORTIESUSE 
A4 
Bl 40.00 
291 VARIABLE EAL 
BI.A4.P ISl.E04 .EF l.ES10,3 
292 PARAMETER DRS 
51 53 S5 
P1 351.00 37,80 10,50 
P2 54.00 10,50 
P3 54,00 10.50 
P4 27,00 5,30 
P5 27,00 5.30 
P6 27,00 15,RO 
P7 2700 15,80 
PR 18.90 





EXECUTJON TIME 4, 120 SECO~US VERID MW2-0Q-060 
USER: Operations Research Department G931 00 \-1228Ax-MW2 
Naval Postgraduate School 
H.* FILE SUMMARY 
INPUT D:\THESIS\GAMS\AIRALL1 1,GMS 
OUTPUT D:\THESTS\GAMS\AJRALLll .LST 
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APPENDIX D. MODEL DATA 
The data provided in Appendix 0 were used for the demonstration of the (A'\/ 
model 
I. AIRCRAFT AIR-TO-SURFACE PROBABILITY DATA 
file data which follows are used to compute the probability of kill for a friendly 
aircraft type when attacking an equipment system. The resultant value, PKnJ ~mT for each 
aircralL a , and equipment type, e, combination is assigned to the variable, PKASD"" 
fhese values were selected for the model demonstration and do not represent actual 
aircraft performance data 
A-6E 
EQUIP TYPE P DET x P'HOT ET X P HrrJSHOT X P )(]I.1, HI')" - PIillLp;tlOT 
0,5 1.0 0.5 (J9 225 
0,7 1.(J (J.7 0,9 441 
A"ITACK lE·1 1.0 
FIGHTER JET 10 (J9 
J.(J 0.9 
MORIJ.F.SAM 0.5 10 0,5 
CVAN 0.5 1.0 (J,7 
Il.U"'WAY 1.0 07 
'" POL BLiVET 0.9 1.0 0.7 567 
n,7 09 
Table 11. A-6E aircrafl air-to-surfacc prubabilities. 
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EQUIP TYPE Pou l p.Ao on 1 P lIlTI'AOT l P I<ILLlHIT " PKlLL'SfUl] 
0 .9 .270 
1.0 0,75 
ATTACK JET 0,75 .4n 
FIGHTER JET D' 1.0 
FIXED SAM 0.6 10 0,75 0 .9 
'" MOBll..ESA.M m 
C VAJ.'l 338 
RUNWAY 0 .5 0.75 0.9 
POL BLIVET 0.75 
POL TRUCK 0.75 
Table 12. F-15E aircraft air-to-surface probabilities. 
lA-IS 
EQUIP TYPE Pon 1 P'uOl DIT 1 P 1m" HOT 1 P KILI .HIT - Pk"ll.4'AOT 
TANK 0.40 1.0 0.' 0.9 216 
ARTY 0.8 
ATTACK JET 0.60 0.8 0.9 
'" FIGHTER JET 1.0 
FIXEDSA.,\.1 0,60 08 
'" MOBILE SAM 0.45 10 0.6 0.9 
C VAN 0.45 1.0 
RUNWAY 0.50 10 08 
POLBLIVET 1.0 0.8 0 .9 ,," 
POL TRUCK 0.65 0.9 468 
Table 13. l'IA-18C aircraft air-to-surface probabilities. 
F- 17 
EQUW TYPE PDF.T PrnOT]1>I':T PIlJ1lSHOT P KlLLWT PKILLiS[JOl 
TA!\l( 1.0 0.60 0.9 13' 
0,15 0.75 0.9 168 
ATr ACKJET 0,70 0,75 
FIGHTER JET 0,70 09 4n 
FIXED SAM 0.60 1.0 0 ,75 405 
MOBILE SAM 0,25 III 
C VAN 0.50 1.0 0,75 
RUNWAY 0.50 10 0.75 338 
POL llL.TVET 0 .75 0.1 ()68 
POL TRUCK 0,75 
Table 14. F-117A aircraft air-to-surface probabilities. 
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2. E:-OEMY AIR DEFENSE PROBABILITIES 
The following data were used \0 compute the probability ofleill for enemy air 
defense systems against friendly air interdiction aircraft. The resultant values of PKn.ljSHOI 
are assigned 10 the variables PKAADa• and PKSAIJ<u These values were selected tor 
model demonstration purposes only and do not represent actual system performance 
rable 15. Enemy fighter air-Io-air probabilities. 
FIXED SAM 
0.0900!L 
Table 16. Enemy fixed SAM probabilities. 
MOBO.,ESAM 
Table 17. Enemy mobile SAM probabilities. 
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3. POTENTIAL TARGET TO&E DATA 
Air Base 
20 - Fighter Airc raft 
20- Attack Aircraft 
4 -FixedSAMs 
4 _ClYans 
8 - Runway Sections (16,000' Total) 
10 - POL Blivets 
lO -POL Trucks 
Armor Brigade 
80-Tanks 
8 - Mobile SAMs 
4 -ClYans 
Artillery Battalion 
18 - Artillery 
4 - Mobile SAt\1s 
2 -C2 Vans 
Logistic Un it (Mobile) 
4 - M obile SAMs 
6 _C 2 Yans 
10 - POL Blivets 
20 - POL Trucks 
Logistic Base (Fixed) 
2 - FixedSAMs 
20 - POL Blivets 
40 - POL Trucks 
4. EQUIPMENT STRENGTH VALUES 
The equipment strength values are used to value the different equipment types 
These values are ust:d in the calculations of strength category values for each unit. These 
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values are assigned to the variable ESV" for each equipment type, e, and strength 
category, S 
E UIPTYPE AAA AAS ASA ASS CC2 MOB ij;on::s:f 
FIGHTER JET li~ .-?' 00 00 00 00 00 ~t\TiACK JET 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FIXED SAM 00 00 70 00 00 00 00 00 
MOBILE SAtvl 00 00 50 00 00 00 00 00 
TANK 00 00 00 10.0 00 00 00 00 
ARTIIJJ::RY 
·iHl OJ) 120 0,0 00 00 C2 VAN '60 00 00 00 0.0 
RWY SEC 0.0 00 00 00 0.0 20 00 00 
POLBLIVET 00 00 00 00 0.0 0.0 20 0.0 
POL TRUCK 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 00 00 2.0 5.0 
Table 18. J!:quipmenl strength values. 
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